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SUMMARY

Semarang is facing multiple interconnected
water-related challenges. Urbanization as well as
climate change increasingly exposes the city to
flooding from both the sea- and mountain side.
Additionally, long term groundwater extraction
creates land subsidence and exhausts the
available fresh water resources.
Currently a wide array of measures has been
employed to respond to the direct dangers at
hand: polders, sea dykes and normalization
canals for optimal discharge of water. Though
these bigger scale measures are being
successful, they don’t address the causes of
increased flooding, water scarcity and land
subsidence, issues which will continue to grow if
not addressed.
To address these issues, we need to tap into
the abundance of water and store the water
that is available. We also need to increase flood
resiliency on a more local & decentralized
manner, strengthening the finer network.
Following the watershed from upstream to
downstream opportunities have been defined
and explored, which shift the view of water as a
threat towards beneficial. By adding the concept
of ‘cascading’ to the current water management
system, a series of elements of storage and
utilization are created with a complementary and
synergetic approach. Thus, creating a paradigm
shift from “All the water out” towards “Not a drop
of water gets lost”.
During this process we have defined five
concepts, of which the first three have been
further developed as part of the collaborative and
comprehensive approach with the ‘One Resilient
Semarang’ team.
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GLOBAL WATER ISSUES AND
ITS IMPLICATION IN ASIA
ASIA IS ONE OF THE
REGIONS THAT IS MOSTLY
CHALLENGED BY BOTH
WATER ABUNDANCE AND
SCARCITY

Water – MORE than the oil of the
21st century!
Water has become the “oil of the 21st century”
– a scarce good in many places. At the same
time its availability in abundance has become
the biggest in many other or even the same
places. Unlike oil, human beings are dependent
on clean water to survive. Our body consists for
more than 50% of water. No clean water means
immediate health risks, food shortage, diseases
and poverty.
In South-east Asia these water challenges are
bigger than elsewhere. Natural climate knows
seasons of enormous precipitation followed by
drought leading to a very unsteady supply of
surface water. Climate change can influence the
intensity, duration and predictability of dry and
wet periods and extreme events.
South-east Asia is rapidly urbanising, and the
biggest cities and agglomerations can be found
here comprising of 10s or even 100s of millions
of people on small areas. Most of these cities
are in low lying coastal areas. This makes
them especially vulnerable to rising sea levels
triggered by climate change.

Africa

Alexandria
3.0 million

Europe

The Hague
2.5 million

Miami
2.7 million

North
America

Shanghai
17.5 million

South
America

Rio de Janeiro
1.8 million

These urban areas need water – a lot of water.
Short of steady provision through river systems,
they often turn to use of ground water, only
increasing the vulnerability to flooding by
the resulting land subsidence. The fact that
cities have a higher surface water runoff than
rural areas reduces the possibilities for these
ground water aquifers to recharge naturally in a
sufficient way.
All these problems can only be tackled and
ultimately dealt with, implementing concerted
set measures and actions that solve the problem
on a systemic rather than on a symptomatic
level.

Hong Kong
8.4 million

Osaka
5.2 million

Source: The Guardian 3 Nov 2017 The three degree world: the
cities that will be drowned by global warming

Source: Water as leverage for resilient cities Asia - Setting the scene for a call for action
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SEMARANG
A CENTRAL PORT CITY
Semarang is an important city in Indonesia.
Next to forming part of one of the largest urban
agglomerations in the country, it has the 5th
largest metropolitan area and is the capital
of Central Java province. In recent decades it
has seen dynamic population growth – from 1
million to 1.8 million inhabitants in 20 years. This
expansion not only resulted in a strong economic
development and a substantial growth in wealth,
it also heightened a number of issues related to
water.
Short of steady supply from other sources, both
households and industry use ground water,
leading to land subsidence of up to 17 cm per

The Port of Semarang with mount Ungaran in the background
Source: Fung Swee, 2011. Taken from fungswee.wordpress.com
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year in some locations. This issue combined with
increased surface runoff due to larger sealed
areas regularly lead to flash flooding of urban
areas creating higher and higher damages to the
increased wealth of the city’s inhabitants.
While development started in the coastal
plain, the city is slowly growing into the hilly
hinterland, occupying more and more territory
with increased landslide risks due to higher
degrees of deforestation and surface sealing. In
addition this expansion also reduces the water
entry into the different aquifer levels beneath the
city.

SEMARANG IS
A CENTRAL
COMMERCIAL
AND URBAN HUB
IN INDONESIA,
EXPECTED TO
EXPAND FURTHER IN
THE FUTURE
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A CITY BETWEEN
MOUNTAIN AND SEA
The island of Java is part of the circum pacific
fire belt, a series of volcanic mountains
surrounding the pacific ocean. About 90% of
the world’s earthquakes and 81% of the world’s
largest earthquakes occur along this belt, putting
Java island in high risk in terms of natural
disasters like earthquakes and tsunami. The
mount Ungaran 20 km south of Semarang is part
of this huge mountain ridge. This adds to a strong
topography around Semarang with a strong slope
from the hilly inland to the coastal lowlands.
The city is situated in a tropical, maritime climate
zone which causes an average temperature of
26.7 degree Celsius and an annual precipitation of
2182 mm. The landscape is therefore crisscrossed
by a fine network of streams accumulating
into rivers that carry the water to the sea. The
soil generally consists of alluvial and fluvial
clay in the coastal plains and along the rivers,
Mediterranean soil in central Semarang and
volcanic rocks and tuff towards the mountains.
These soils have limited infiltration capacity and
add to a difficult drainage condition for the city of
Semarang.
The city of Semarang has started to construct
drainage canals system. The biggest historical
channel is the Kanal Semarang, constructed by
the Dutch colonial occupation. The two biggest
canals are the Banjir Kanal Timur situated in the
east and the Banjir Kanal Barat in the west of
the old City Center. There are 9 major catchment
areas within municipal boundary, which
discharge approximately 999 mm/m² rainfall per
year into the Java sea.

THE CITY CENTER OF
SEMARANG IS A LOW-LYING
AREA, PRESSURED BY THE
SEA LEVEL RISE AND LARGE
AMOUNT OF RUNOFF FROM
THE MOUNTAINOUS AREA
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Semarang today is in the fortunate situation that its size and economic
strength can turn the water challenges into new opportunities for the
city to increase its quality of life and the health of its citizens while
future proofing the provision of water all year round.

A GROWING CITY WITH
GROWING VULNERABILITY

1880
The small Dutch settlement Kota
Lama behind the mangroves

48.4 %

415,83 ha

living in urban area

1,729,428
inhabitants (CBS,2011)

total slum surface

1970
The expansion of Semerang’s harbour
pushes the mangrove area away

373.70 km

71.55 %

2

population in the productive age

total municipal area

424.628
households
Current
Semerang is moving uphill towards the
mountain

25.34 %

umemployed or employed in
informal sectors

Source: Semarang Municipality in figures, 2017

INCREASING WATER
CHALLENGES
Semarang sits on the north coast of Java, the
most densely populated island of Indonesia.
The area around the city consists of a stretch
of alluvial plains formed by hundreds of small
rivers. While the lower areas of Semarang deal
with most water issues, like floods and pollution,
the mountainous area suffers from a scarcity of
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drinking water, landslide and flash floods. Water
issues in Semarang is interconnected, therefore
the traditional approach of focusing on symptoms
and mitigating them in our eyes does not go far
enough and furthermore most likely comes as
significantly higher cost to establish mitigation
systems and to operate them.

WATER ISSUES ARE
RELATED TO EACH OTHER
IN AN INTERCONNECTED
SYSTEM
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Watershed

Rising sea levels and sinking city

Four main watersheds lie within Semarang;
that contain rivers, streams and sub streams.
The water flows by gravity from upstream to
downstream, starting from Mount Ungaran and
ending in the Java Sea.
These watersheds support numerous water uses
from agriculture, household and industries as well
as for fisheries and tourism. A dense network of
waterways provide the livelihood of Semarang,
but also expose it to threats of excessive runoff
and flooding. A holistic approach is needed to
manage this system to preserve and prolong a
sustainable ecosystem.

Continuous ground water extraction for multiple
purposes causes land subsidence in Semarang.
The city sinks with a rate recorded up to 17 cm/
year (Murdohardono and Tobing 2001; Abidin et al.
2004). In the kampungs located in the northeast
area of Semarang, streets are raised every few
years, impacting entryways of buildings. Land
subsidence in Semarang and its impact on local
residents’ daily life has widely been reported.
The most severe consequence is the increase
of ROB (coastal flooding). The coverage of ROB
has increased over the years and badly affects
the quality of living environment in Semarang.
Combined with the increasing threat of sea level
rise, this flooding and damages are expected to
increase for the city.

Rising sea level caused
by climate change
15 cm - 20 year SLR simulation model

source: Drainage Masterplan BAPPEDA
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30 cm - 40 year SLR simulation model
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Surplus of water in rainy season
There are 21 rivers located in Semarang some of
which regularly flood. Flash flood is also caused
by poor drainage infrastructure, environmental
degradation in the upstream area, sedimentation
in the downstream area, poor maintenance and
high precipitation. Flash floods occurs mostly
in the monsoon season, creating disruption in
transport and economic activity, people’s daily
life and destruction of infrastructure. With more
extreme weather pattern caused by climate
change and the constant growing pressure
of urbanisation, Semarang is increasingly
vulnerable towards flooding.

Water Scarcity during the rest of
the year
Another main issue affecting Semarang
is droughts due to the clear seasonal shift.
Insufficient water supply infrastructure has led
to the proliferation of wells by the industry, but
also for commercial and domestic usage. PDAM
only provides 60% of the city with clean water.
The lack of sustainable and reliably water supply
has led to the exponential growth of private
groundwater wells and the overexploitation of the
groundwater. Lack of available water also results
in problems in agricultural sector, affecting the
livelihood of local farmers.

Projected daily water demand per district

2030 - Daily water demand 151.293.150 liters
2030 - Daily water demand 85.846.950 liters
2030 - Daily water demand 57.863.850 liters
2015 - Area Covered by piped water network

source: Semarang City Planning Development Agency,
”SEMARANG WATER MANAGEMENT”. Regional Workshop “Water Leverage as Transformative Effect”
Singapore, 28-29 September 2017
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source: * Prihanto Et. Al, 2018. Reprofiling landscape of rainwater harvesting in supporting Semarang urban water
resilience. 3rd International Symposium for Sustainable Landscape Development. IOP Publishing.
** Bappeda
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Landslide

Water pollution

Landslides mostly occur in the city uphill, in
districts like Banyumanik and Gajahmungkur
where also vulnerable demographic groups
live. Heavy rainfall in combination with landuse
change in landslide sensitive areas is often the
cause of the problem.
In Semarang city, there are 22 kelurahan (subdistricts) that are classified as landslide potential
areas (Prasetyo, Y., Bashit, N. and Azeriansyah,
R., 2018). The disaster of landslides can cause
human injuries and loss in infrastructure,
life, and assets. A better management of new
development and existing neighborhood in
landslide risk area is urgently needed.

The main water sources in Semarang are (1)
spring water with contribution up to 11%, (2)
groundwater, which supplies up to 19% and (3)
surface water that provides up to 70% (100RC,
2016). However, the quality of these sources is
threatened by domestic and non-domestic waste
into the river. It is estimated that the need of
clean water will continue to increase up to 200%
in the next 15 years.
The alternative water supply strategy and waste
management strategy are urgently needed to
meet the growing demand of clean water.

West Flood Canal (Banjir Kanal
Barat); low to moderate water
pollution from domestic liquid waste

Tapak river,
polluted by industrial
waste. polluting the
farm ponds

Tenggang river,
polluted by industrial
waste, domestic and
solid waste

East Flood Canal
(Banjir Kanal Timur)
polluted by metal

Jatibarang
Landfill
Jatibarang reservoir;
intake for West
Semarang SPAM

Kaligarang River, low to
moderate water pollution
level but still meets the
Water Quality Standard
Group IV; 40% of water
demand in Semarang are
taken from this river by
PDAM.

Water pollution
high water pollution

No Landslide risk

medium water pollution

Low Landslide risk

light water pollution

Medium Landslide risk

industrial area

High Landslide risk

source: Disaster map Semarang_UNDIP
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source: * Prihanto Et. Al, 2018. Reprofiling landscape of rainwater harvesting in supporting Semarang urban water
resilience. 3rd International Symposium for Sustainable Landscape Development. IOP Publishing.
** Bappeda
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SEMARANG 2040

20cm

Increasing stress from climate
change and urban growth
What would be the consequences for Semarang
if no action is taken to react to climate change
and massive population growth? Based on the
business as usual scenario, we summarized the
increasing stress for the existing challenges
Semarang is facing at the moment. In the near
future, water, social and urban challenges are
increasingly threatened by the changing climate
and the need to facilitate sustainable population
growth.
Climate change or the exponential increase of
the global temperature brings various primary
consequences like the rise of the sea level which
might trigger a variety of related consequences
like flooding of coastal zones. The Sea level
rise at a rate of 0.2 mm per year can lead to an
inundation scenario with a loss of about 2817
ha of coastal area. Increasing temperature
also induces more extreme weather patterns
in terms of both intensity and frequency. These
can both result in prolonged droughts or more
extreme forthcoming of monsoon seasons. This

has severe consequences on the local flora and
fauna, therefore also leads to problems for the
agriculture sector. At the same time, longer
duration of drought might lead to replenishing of
renewable water resources and therefore more
groundwater extraction, which will increase the
land subsidence rate.
Not only the climate change is pressuring the
safety of Semarang, but the massive predicted
growth of population in the city intensifies the
stress as well. The depletion of natural habitat
will lead to the loss of ecosystem services,
therefore leave the city more vulnerable to natural
disasters. In 15 years, water demand is expected
to increase by up to 200% due to the fast growth
of the city. At the same time, more and more
waste and pollution will bring more disease to the
inhabitants. In the business as usual scenario,
new development results in soil sealing and
thereby increased runoff and creating stronger
pressure of flooding to the city.

2

Rise of sea level

Increasing threat
from tidal flood

Dry season +1 month
Monsoon season +2
months 3

waterscarcity &
drought

+1°-2°C

Increasing intensity
and occurance of
extreme weather
events

through change in
precipatation pattern

+ 1.5°C

1

4

Surface temperature

GLOBAL WARMING
IN 2040

+0.9°C

5

Migration patterns
change, lost of biodiversity

Rise of sea surface
temperature

land subsidence
through buildings

+30.294ha
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New urban development

Increasing stress
from waste and
pollution

Loss of ecosystem
services
8

+510M Kwh/year

Airport
Culture
Trade and Services, Settlements
Drainage
Embung
Forest
Industry
Hospital
Industry boundary
Beach Border
Train Station

+631.587

6

energy supply needed in
Semarang

POPULATION GROWTH AT
A GROWTH RATE OF 1.66%

Railway station
Ponds
Reservoir

Increasing groundwater
extraction

Increasing
emission of green
house gasses

Public Cemetery (TPU)
Clinic
Retention Pool
Conservation
Sports and Recreation
Sea port
EDUCATION
Trade and Services
Warehousing
College
Office
Settlement
Industrial Settlement
Wetlands Farming
Dryland Agriculture
Terminal

Source:
1. IpCC special report on global warming, 2018, https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
2-4. CCROM-IPB. 2010. Final Report: Vulnerability Assessment and Climate Change
Adaptation in Semarang 2010; DKP 2008
5. ICCSR 2010, https://www.adaptation-undp.org/sites/default/files/downloads/indonesia_
climate_change_sectoral_roadmap_iccsr.pdf
6. Statistik Semarang, BADAN PUSAT STATISTIK KOTA SEMARANG,2017
7. Helmi, 2018
8. worlddata.org, https://www.worlddata.info/asia/indonesia/energy-consumption.php

Final Disposal Site (TPA)

Source: Masterplan Bappeda
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THE VICIOUS CIRCLES

Semarang dynamics of increasing
vulnerability. Why do we need a
change?
The diagram next page depicts a number of
self reinforcing mechanisms or vicious cycles
that drive a process of exponential growth of
vulnerability of the city as it grows and develops.
These are: Firstly, population growth and
urban expansion cause the expansion of the
urban tissue and an increase in paved and built
area upstream of Semarang, which decreases
the infiltration rate, causing higher discharge
peaks during extreme precipitation events.
A higher frequency of floods generates more
attractiveness to moving upstream, reinforcing
the initial reduction in infiltration rates.
Secondly, an increase in flood frequency
increase the Climate Value at Risk for the private
(damage of assets as well as foregone revenues
during business interruptions) as well as for the
public sector (damage to public assets such as
infrastructure networks). The first, losses for the
private sector erode the tax base of Semarang
city. A lower tax base reduces the availability
of resources for public spending on water
infrastructure development and maintenance;
impacting negatively the capacity of the city to
deal with extreme events.
Moreover, an increased Value at Risk of public
assets leads to higher expected damages. Less
resources for maintenance in combination with
higher expected damages leads to deteriorated
maintenance levels of water infrastructure over
time, reinforcing the initially increased Value at
Risk of public and private assets through higher
flood risk.
Thirdly, socio-economic activities in Semarang
are heavily reliant on groundwater resources.
Current abstraction rates are unsustainable,
causing aquifer depletion and land subsidence.
Land subsidence increases pluvial and
coastal flood risk due to a relatively more
low-lyingcoastal/downstream area over time.
Increased
flood risk has so far led to more canalization
of the city for a faster discharge of water in
the ocean; affecting negatively the availability
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EXTERNAL PRESSURE

of surface water in the watershed and the
infiltration of surface water, both contributing
to an increase in the rate of depletion of
groundwater resources.

URBAN
GROWTH

+

Last but not least, global warming is known to
increase climate variability, leading to more
extreme precipitation events and longer periods
of drought. Both trends exacerbate the risk
driving mechanisms of Semarang through an
increased flood risk and reduced (ground)water
availability and infiltration.

GROUND
WATER
EXTRACTION
(m3/year)

• Upstream urbanization without measures
to increase their water retention capacity will
increase flood risk further causing addition
upstream migration and urbanization
• Possible groundwater depletion and higher
rainfall variability increases the risk of water
scarcity for society, agriculture and industries

LAND
SUBSIDENCE
(cm/year)

+
-

SURFACE
WATER
AVAILABILITY

WATER SUPPLY
VICIOUS CIRCLE

+
RIVER
WATER
LEVEL

-

+
CANALISATION
RATE OF
RIVERS

(%)

Concluding, the way the city develops now
is not sustainable and not resilient. Current
development is unsustainable because:

• Coastal industries face increasing flood risks
due to climate change and land subsidence, if
business continuity cannot be guaranteed no
more (tax) income can be generated

+

-

Summarizing, the way the city expands now, and
given the preferences of people (preference for
groundwater given perception that surface water
is not as good quality as groundwater; activates
important reinforcing loops that are exponentially
increasing the rate of subsidence and that
together with the increasing frequency of
extreme events driven by Climate Change results
in more frequent floods with larger inundation
areas and depth.

• Land subsidence damages infrastructure and
makes coastal properties uninhabitable

CLIMATE
VaR - PUBLIC
($)

EXTREME
RAINFALL
EVENTS
(#/year)

CLIMATE
CHANGE

SEA
LEVEL
RISE
(cm/year)

CLIMATE
VaR - PRIVATE
($)

+
+

-

FINANCIAL
VICIOUS CIRCLE

FLOOD AREA
(km2)

+

TAX
BASE

+

+

MAINTENANCE
LEVEL OF WATER
INFRASTRUCTURE
(% of target)

-

+

LANDSLIDES
RISK

URBANISATION
VICIOUS CIRCLE

URBAN
MIGRATION
UPSTREAM
(ppl/year)

+

EXTERNAL PRESSURE

TOTAL
URBAN
AREA
(km2)

INFILTRATION
RATE
(mm/h/m2)

-

+

PAVED &
BUILT AREA
UPSTREAM
(km2)

CLIMATE
CHANGE

+
EXTREME
RAINFALL
EVENTS
(#/year)
EXTERNAL PRESSURE

URBAN
GROWTH
EXTERNAL PRESSURE
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INTERCONNECTED
CHALLENGES
Semarang’s challenges are intertwined and
cannot be dealt with separately. The complex
relationship among all the issues provides great
challenge for the city and the strategies are
being implemented. Among the current individual
interventions within the city, some contradictions
hinter the effectiveness of different projects.
In addition, as mentioned before, Semarang
suffers flooding in a cascading manner due to
proximity of hills and mountains. The change of
land cover uphill will eventually results in the
issues downstream as well, which also poses the
challenges of working in a more systemic manner
where people can understand that the issues

where happens might not be the place of the
problems.
The water-related challenges are also closely
connected with urban and social issues, where
the urban development and the livelihood of
residents are threatened by them. At the same
time, the social and urban issues put increasing
stress on the flooding, water supply and
coastal protection issues. Water as Leverage
program aims at bringing different aspects of
challenges related to water, and coming up with
a comprehensive strategy that creates multibenefit to the city.

Mobility in danger: The railway, just 0,5m above mean water level
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Water as wastebin: Solid waste on the beach and in the mangrove areas
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WATER CHALLENGES

Problems often accumulate in vulnerable neighborhoods: Sinking houses in the Marine village
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THE URBAN POTENTIAL
AND CHALLENGES
Semarang today, as the largest city of central
Java province, in addition to being a coastal city
in a very central location, functions as one of the
main commercial hubs in Indonesia. Despite of
its complex water challenges, Semarang is still
experiencing growth, mainly in the south-west
areas. The process of urbanization in Semarang
is occurring in two modalities. On the one hand,
formal planning of urban development are taking

Healthy living

place, with gated communities and eco-districts.
On the other hand, there are large non-formal
expansions, where often resulted in uncontrolled
sprawl. In this context, water, energy,
transportation and waste management become
relevant issues. The opportunity of improving the
urban systems as a whole should be considered
in holistic strategy of providing a more resilient
system in Semarang.

The main priorities for
Semarang are to tackle diseases
and to become more sustainable
(100 Resilient Cities, 2016). These
priorities manifest themselves
in improving water systems
for drainage and water supply,
improving waste management
services, buiding eco-zones and
enhancing air quality.

1
2
Industry
Forest
Parks
Eco-areas

Industry

High population density area

Forest

7

Eco-rpoject

Parks

3

9

Mangrove area

Eco-areas

Fresh air direction

High population density area
Eco-rpoject

4

1 Mangrove reforestation pro

Mangrove area

2 Marine Village Tambakloro

Fresh air direction

and public space condition
1 Mangrove reforestation projects

3 Eco-district area improving

2 Marine Village Tambaklorok-improving housing

4 Eco-housing around Madu
5 UNNES eco-university

and public space conditions
3 Eco-district area improving the riverfront

6 Eco-zone around the Jatib

4 Eco-housing around Madukoro road

7 Wijayakusuma Industrial p

5 UNNES eco-university

Eco-industry project

6 Eco-zone around the Jatibarang reservoir

8

7 Wijayakusuma Industrial park.

area bringing fresh air and

Eco-industry project

6

8 Green and natural areas to

9 Compact and dense urban

8 Green and natural areas toward the urban dense

risks (dengue)

area bringing fresh air and improving air quality

5

9 Compact and dense urban area with disease
risks (dengue)

0

Material cycle

Vital economy

Given its status as a port and
industrial city, Semarang’s
material cycle revolves
largely around the import and
processing of raw materials and
the export of finished goods.
Waste management services
currently manage to pick up
34% of the waste generated in
Semarang (100 Resilient Cities,
2016). Waste is transported to
the Jatibarang landfill, which
is close by the main water
reservoir of Semarang.

Semarang has virtually always
been a port city. Trade has
thus been an important part of
Semarang’s economy over the
course of history. Semarang
now has a tendency of economic
sectors are moving uphill due
to the threat from rising tides.
The economic structure is also
transitioning from industrial
towards service sectors.

2
1

6

3

2

3
5
Harbours
Industrial existing
Informal economies
Agriculture
Trunk and motorway
Railway
Primary roads
Airport
Train station
Markets

1 Semarang Tanjung Emas Container Port
2 Semarang Tawan Railway Station
3 Ahmad Yani International Airport
4 Industrial area of Genuk
5 Wijayakusuma Eco-industrial park
6 Jatibarang eco-zone tourism

1

0

2 km

Energy transition

1

2 km

Social and cultural
1

3

2

4

0
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4

5

0

Semarang is facing challenging
energy issues. In 2013, 1144
black-outs were reported. Some
parts of the city still do not
have access to the electricity
network. With the expected
growth of the city, energy
comsumption was predicted
increase by 75% between
2010 and 2020 (100 Resilient
Cities, 2016). Lastly, energy
is still mainly coming from
unsustainable sources, such as
oil, gas and coal.

2 km

1

6

4

1

1

2 km

Semarang has a Muslim
majority that compromises
about 90% of the population.
In terms of socio-economical
groups, well-known issues
are related to the informal
settlements and the informal
economy. It is argued that the
informal economy, which is
mainly situated around the
river banks and crowded public
spaces, will play a key role in the
socio-economic emancipation of
socially vulnerable groups and
woman

1

2

6
Historical quarters
Universities and colleges
Muslim temples
Catholic churches

4

3

Buddhism temples

5

1 Dutch quarter
2 Gang Pinggir - old Chinese settlement
3 Kauman Semarang Central Mosque
4 China town
5 Kampong Pelangi - upgrade settlement
6 Open structure and green?
7 Squared grid tissue?

0

1

2 km
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SOCIAL SETTING
AND IMPACT
Semarang city is a delta city with growing
economic potentials. Administratively, the city
serves as the capital city of Central Java province
and due to the high urbanization rate in this
city, Semarang is currently the fourth biggest
metropolitan area after Jakarta, Surabaya
(East Java province) and Bandung (West Java
province). Semarang metropolitan area consists
of an agglomeration between seven surrounding
municipalities, which are Semarang City,
Kendal, Semarang Regency, Salatiga, Grobogan,
Demak, and Purwodadi. An acronym for this
metropolitan area is Kedungsepur. The city
is even part of a strategic regional economic
area, the so-called, “JOGLOSEMAR: Regional
Economic Growth Triangle” in Central Java
province, altogether with Yogyakarta and Solo.
In addition, the presence of a major sea port
and an airport that support economic growth as
well as the urbanization has also elevated the
role of Semarang as one of National Strategic
Area, as stated on National Regional Spatial
Planning. (Rencana Tata Ruang Wilayah NasionalRTRWN*)

Waste and Sanitation Issues

These premises show that the city has a strategic
position both nationally and at the provincial
level.
In term of demography, Semarang city changes
dynamically towards the better direction to
support the economic growth of the city. This
argument is made based on the two following
underlying reasons. Firstly, the number of
inhabitants in Semarang slightly increased
during the period of 2010-2015 and the highest
concentration of inhabitants is located in the
downtown area. Secondly, during a similar
period, the demography of the city is dominated
by youth in productive age between 15-39
years old . However, despite the big number of
young population which is an asset for the city,
Semarang is still lacking of the highly-educated
population as well as highly-skilled labour to
support its economic growth, since most of the
city inhabitants do not have a university degree
nor higher education and they work as labour for
industries.

Waste management and proper sanitation are
two of the primary socio-economic issues in the
city. These issues usually can be found in the
traditional markets and slum areas. One obvious
example is in Peterongan traditional market. There
is no appropriate infrastructure for wastewater
treatment, each vendor disposes it directly to
the canal beneath the market which has a bad
impact on the environment as well as creating
an unhealthy situation for vendors and market
visitors.

Class Segregation
The urban fabric of the city is divided into 3
groups: lower middle class in the east and
northern coasts, the middle class in the western
part of the city, and the upper class in the hilly
part of the city. Several old residential areas, such
as Candisari Area, were appointed as a garden
city residential during the colonial time. Various
heritage buildings exist here, but land acquisition
by developers and transformation slowly change
the built environment characteristics in this area.

Uncontrolled Urban Growth and
Land-Use Transformations
The upper part of the city is facing a tremendous
change due to the land-use transformations
from green areas into residential areas. The city
is growing without control and these residential
developments are mostly done by local private
developers. The inhabitants and leader of the
neighbourhood are consistently doing coordination
with the Ministry of Public Works as the
National actor to give a subsidy for the drainage
improvement construction project.

Economic Lost: Destructed and
Abandoned Properties
Climate-related disasters, such as landslides
and floods, that happen in Semarang also
cause economic losses to the inhabitants due
to destructed and abandoned properties in
vulnerable areas including the areas of Sadeng and
Meteseh, the old city area, and the coastal area
including the Kaligawe and Genuk regions. A lot
of properties, including houses and commercial
buildings, are left by the owners.
* Government Regulation (PP) No. 26 the Year 2008 regarding National Regional Spatial Planning.
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WATER
CHALLENGES

THE APPROACH
- FOUR PILLARS
of projects, focusing on sources of public and
private funding, supported by suitable financing
mechanisms (e.g. PPPs)

Systemic thinking usually is limited to the
technical and natural systems that are subject to
design. We believe that this definition needs to be
extended by two additional factors – the people
and agencies that ultimately have to deliver,
maintain, finance and represent the system in
their daily lives. Therefore we suggest the four
pillars:
Technical and natural systemic factors (vertical)
• The water system (geohydrology, rivers,
drinking water, waste water and waste
management) and its related problems
• Urban problems and challenges of Semarang
(traffic, air pollution, cultural heritage, city as
harbour, economy)

In both, the vertical and the horizontal factors,
additional substantiation will be necessary.
Vertically: further research and assessment
of data as well as identification of places of
opportunity for potential pilot projects and the
possibility to upscale the solutions proposed
Horizontally: further assessment of key
stakeholders, operational models, legal
frameworks, requirements of financiers and
compliance with overarching policy ambitions
on a local, national and international level (e.g.
Sustainable Development Goals).

The human and economic systemic factors
(horizontal)
• Institutional and social setting (focus on
behavioral change, improve O&M)
• Financial and economic drivers for bankability

URBAN
CHALLENGES
https://mediatama.co/foto-banjir-rob-terjang-pelabuhan-tanjung-emas-semarang/

source: https://www.100resilientcities.org/
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source: https://www.altran.com/se/en/finance/

INTEGRATED APPROACH FOR
INTERCONNECTED ISSUES
Therefore our approach is also structure around create
4 tracks, as presented in the figure below. These
four tracts are intertwined with the two goals
of this project, to come up with integrated and
bankable projects based on research by design
method. Our team is also constructed with multidisciplinary professionals, where international
expertise and local knowledge are equally
improve
emphasized.

local coalition building

Complex problems will require integrated
approach for potential solution. Water issues
will be the driving engine for the systemic
improvement of social, urban and financial
challenges to deliver a more resilient future for
Semarang. By shifting the paradigm of how
we treat rain water, the water management
strategies open up great opportunities for
improvement of quality of life for local citizens.
At the same time, a compact and multi-benefit
proposal ultimately will also attract more
investment opportunities and deliver a strategy
that aligns with local agenda as well as the SDG
goals.
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COMPLEX PROBLEMS
WILL REQUIRE AN
INTEGRATED APPROACH

35

CURRENT & PLANNED
PROGRAMS
CAUSES

Currently, there is consensus of complex
challenge for the city of Semarang. Thus,
sets of projects, strategies, and institutional
interventions are present within the plan of the
city. The aim of this proposal is to bring together
the existing efforts to strengthen the impact and
effectiveness of the current ongoing projects and
initiatives, instead of starting a new process.
Different levels of authority are dealing with
water issues since river and coastal are very
strategic and cross-border in character. The river
management is under the authority of Ministry of
Public Works (national government), and coastal
management is under the provincial government
authority. Accordingly, the integration of the
on-going project should also accommodate these
different levels of government.

The current ongoing programs mostly focused
in coastal area. There are (on-going) seawall,
dike, polder system development, and river
normalization project in the coastal area of east
Semarang since the chronic water problems
namely land subsidence, tidal flood, and clean
water provision are very much taking place
in this dense area. However, there is still lack
of programs to focus on optimizing the water
management in the uphill of the city while the
urban expansion takes place on this area. Thus,
there is an urgent call to have comprehensive
(from uphill to coastal), integrative, and inclusive
approach to ensure that the water issues
are address appropriately in the community,
neighborhood, as well as in the city level (see
figure on page 35).

RAIN WATER
THREATS
INVESTMENT

CLAY

SEA
THREATS

HEAVY WATER
DISCHARGE

SAND

Past key programs
Banger Polder

A dike in Terminal Terboyo
Kelurahan: Terboyo Wetan
Kecamatan: Genuk
4

Retention pond (66,000 m3) in
Kaligawe-around Unissula
Kelurahan: Terboyo Kulon
Kecamatan: Genuk

3
1

2

Retention pond (30,000 m3) in
Kelurahan: Banjardowo
Kecamatan: Genuk
1. BKT - Normalization
2. Tenggang River - Normalization
3. Sringin River - Normalization
4. Babon River - Normalization

Polder system

Polder in (2019)
Kelurahan: Muktiharjo Lor
Kecamatan: Genuk
Polder in (2019)
Kelurahan: Muktiharjo Kidul
Kecamatan: Pedurungan
Embung (Pond) 6.19 Ha
Kelurahan: Tlogomulyo
Kecamatan: Pedurungan
Embung (Pond) 6.19 Ha
Kelurahan: Sambiroto
Kecamatan: Tembalang

Embung (Pond)
Kelurahan: Sekaran
Kecamatan: Gunungpati
Eco-tourism
Kelurahan: Kandri
Kecamatan: Gunungpati
Embung (Pond)
Kelurahan: Wonolopo
Kecamatan: Gunungpati
Eco-tourism
Kelurahan: Nongkosawit
Kecamatan: Gunungpati
Embung (Pond)
Kelurahan: Patemon
Kecamatan: Gunungpati
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Embung (Pond) 0.49 Ha
Kelurahan: Sambiroto
Kecamatan: Tembalang
Embung (Pond) 0.2 Ha
Kelurahan: Mangunharjo
Kecamatan: Tembalang
Embung (Pond) 1.21 Ha
Kelurahan: Bulusan
Kecamatan: Tembalang
Retention Pond in Meteseh
Embung (Pond) 3.68 Ha
Kelurahan: Jangli
Kecamatan: Tembalang
Embung (Pond) 1.49 Ha
Kelurahan: Gedawang
Kecamatan: Banyumanik

Banger polder is a project that was constructed
upon Government to Government agreement,
in this case between the Netherlands and
Indonesia. This polder is located in Kemijen,
East Semarang and becomes a pilot project
to solve tidal floods that always happen in
the city due to the sea level rise. In order to
manage the pilot polder, the first ever Water
Board in Indonesia was established, a Polder
Authority that is set up by people’s participation
and (partly) financed by the inhabitants of
Semarang themselves.

Kampung Bahari Revitalization
Kampung Bahari Revitalization
Kampung Bahari in Tambaklorok, Semarang is
an example of integrated kampong improvement
program in Indonesia, which is still ongoing.
Several facilities have been constructed by
the government to improve the quality of life of
fishermen, among others: fishermen pier, fish
market, road, canal, and social housing.
The area previously suffered from tidal floods
and land subsidence, not to mention unproper
living conditions for inhabitants-which
recognized as slums.
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Planned Programs

Current and ongoing programs
West Flood Canal Revitalization
Semarang has done progressive moves to
improve the quality of life of its residents.
Apart from its flood prevention function, the
west canal is also revitalized to be a public
space. The west canal currently has parks and
water fountains as the attractions. Residents
could use the public space along the canal for
recreational purposes.

Resilient Kampong Program
As the response to natural disasters (especially
annual flood) in several areas within the city,
municipality of Semarang and BPBD (Regional
Disaster Mitigation Agency) give set of training
to residents, community organisations, and civil
society at the neighbourhood level to increase
their resilience to disasters. As of 2018, there
are 11 targeted neighbourhoods: Wonosari,
Gondoriyo, Kalipancur, Randusari, Mangkang
Kulon, Mangkang Wetan, Mangunharjo,
Sukorejo, Kemijen, Rowosari, and Kaligawe.

As mentioned before, Semarang City is a
metropolitan city in Indonesia that is facing
tremendous water challenges, start from floods,
water pollution and drought. This issue has been
recognized by various stakeholders in the city.
The city has committed solving these problems
by its involvement into several global networks,
among others is 100 Resilient Cities as well as
by doing several programs and projects. This
commitment is also stated clearly in one of
the development planning documents, which is
Semarang City Mid-Term Development Plan 20162021 (Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah

Daerah-RPJMD Semarang 2016-2021).
Based on the Semarang City Mid-Term
Development Plan 2016-2021, the city has planned
several programs to solve water-related issues in
responding to climate change. The interventions
here are not merely physical infrastructures but
include any mitigation and adaptation actions
in regards to climate change and water-related
responses.
The programs are mentioned as follows:

Drainage construction

Responsible institution: Public Works and Spatial
Arrangement Agency, Municipality of Semarang.

Irrigation network system
management and swap area
development

Responsible institution: Public Works and Spatial
Arrangement Agency, Municipality of Semarang.

Clean water provision and
management

Responsible institution: Public Works and Spatial
Arrangement Agency, Municipality of Semarang.

Waste to Energy Program
Jatibarang Municipal Waste Disposal Site
in Semarang City became the first national
pilot project for waste to energy program. The
waste in this disposal site will be covered by a
membrane that can help produce methane gas
which can be converted into electricity. This
program is done with a bilateral collaboration
between Indonesia and Denmark. Semarang
is one of the seven pilot cities where waste
to energy programs has been planned (other
cities are Jakarta, Tangerang, Bandung, Solo,
Surabaya, and Makassar).
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Flash flood and tidal flood control

Responsible institution: Public Works and Spatial
Arrangement Agency, Municipality of Semarang.

Wastewater management
improvement

Responsible institution: Housing and Slums Area
Agency, Municipality of Semarang

Disaster mitigation and
adaptation

Responsible institution: Disaster Management
Agency, Municipality of Semarang
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A COLLABORATIVE
PROCESS
In its setup, Water as Leverage process is
targeting a wide array of potential solutions
and concepts by inviting multiple teams
to participate, thus safeguarding different
approaches and ideas. At the same time, the
number of involved local stakeholders, the
cultural complexities and networks and the
amount of data to be collected, required the
different teams to identify opportunities to
collaborate as much and as often as possible.

strengthen the current interventions already
imposed by the city of Semarang. The vision is
to build a more resilient future for Semarang,
with the local communities and stakeholders
in collaboration with international expertise.
Two teams’ work focuses on different aspect
of the water issues, which in its own are two
independent strategic programs. Together, these
two programs formulate a comprehensive vision
to transform Semarang to a future climate proof
metropolis.

Both Semarang design teams therefore
collaborated on several topics and tasks,
especially in reference to data collection and
stakeholder-engagement. Additionally, the
different approach which emerged, developed
into 2 complementary sets of concepts that

This complementary and collaborative approach
has also contributed to the general acceptance
of and trust in the WaL program by the local
stakeholders.

WATER AS LEVERAGE
AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

PHASE 1

IMPLEMENTATION

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

PHASE 2

STAKEHOLDERS
WORKSHOP 1
25/10/2018 Semarang

LOCAL
WORKSHOPS
29-30/11/2018 Semarang

MAY

JUNE

DESIGN JAM
WORKSHOPS
28-31/01/2019 Semarang
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SEPTEMBER

LOCAL
WORKSHOPS
13-14/03/2019 Semarang

REGIONAL
WORKSHOP
24-25/04/2019
Singapore

REGIONAL
WORKSHOPS
TBD Singapore

CONCEPTUAL IDEAS

CHECK-IN
WITH RVO
02/21/2019 Den Haag
DELIVERABLE

06-07/12/2018 Singapore

CONCEPTUAL IDEAS

REGIONAL
WORKSHOP

DELIVERABLE

STAKEHOLDERS
WORKSHOP 2
07/11/2018 Semarang

AUGUST

FOLLOW-UP
PHASE

LOCAL
WORKSHOPS
TBD Semarang

LOCAL
WORKSHOPS
03-04/09/2018 Semarang

JULY
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COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH
Cascading Semarang team focuses on rain water
capturing, storing, managing and mitigating the
environmental impact. One resilient Semarang
team is investigating more sustainable water
supply mechanism and coastal protection.
There are issues and strategies that both teams
put effort in the research. In those realm, close
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BEYOND MUNICIPAL BOUNDARY
collaboration is also highly prioritized. As a
result, eight strategic programs are carried out to
transform Semarang towards a leading resilient
city. As individual program, both teams’ work also
deliver independent sets of strategies to achieve
respective goals.

Water and other natural conditions don’t follow
the administrative boundaries. Both team starts
with Semarang, but all strategic programs
expand beyond the municipal boundary. By
looking at the whole watershed with various
conditions, five strategic programs with the focus

on 1)uphill development 2)urban water network
3)resilience in kampung scale 4) industrial
development 5) coastal protection.
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INTERACTIVE
GAMING
Collaboration as the key to
synergetic approach
Due to the complexity of the interconnected
problems in Semarang, a synergetic approach is
necessary to bring different elements together.
In order to understand the opportunities and
challenges from different perspective, and
search for a solution that integrate different
aspects of urban development and water
management, we propose a collaborative design
workshop that engages different stakeholders to
participate a rule-based iterative process. This

allows an open and interactive discussion that
simulates strategies or interventions that take as
many disciplines as possible into consideration.
We used gaming as an interface between
abstract decision-making and material citymaking (Kan, 2014). Simple tools like cards and
maps will allow non-design professionals better
express their vision for the city . It also leads to
development typologies that can be translated to
operational forms and results. In the end a series
of potential projects are summarized as the
opportunities for further investigation.

INTERACTIVE GAMING TO
ENGAGE STAKEHOLDERS,
DISCOVER OPPORTUNITIES
AND MAP ESG* RISKS
*ESG: Environmental, Soical and Governmental risks
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Procedure of the game
The game was organized with six groups with
different discussion topics. At each table there
is a coordinator to instruct stakeholders about
the rules and procedures. At the same time
a note taker is documenting the highlights
of the discussion. Stakeholders together
discussed and proposed what types of water
related interventions and where they will be
implemented. By the use of pre-made game
cards and maps, certain development typologies
are provided to create a synergetic urban

Coordinator

Note taker

development plan. In combination of different
interventions, a series of site-specific designs
were proposed and documented in project
sheets. Many valuable strategic developments
and intriguing site locations were proposed
during the games session. Lastly conflicts
were clearly identified between the different
stakeholders.

Different stakeholders and expertise from different fields as participants
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Map as the basic spatial framework of discussion
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LISTENING TO THE
PEOPLE
Land regulation will have big impact
on the future development here

Sadeng is experiencing emergence
of new built environment which
leads to massive deforestation

Tow locations in Sadeng are proned to
landslide risk. Once landslide happens, it
will cost a lot of damage

Thematic Kampung will
attract tourism here

Collaboration and good cooperation amongst all
stakeholders are key in realizing an integrated
water management from upland to coast. One of
the important key players to be further involved
are the local people. It is important to ensure that
the local people as the very end beneficiaries are
included in the process, very much in line with
the Vision of Semarang Mayor “Moving Together
Towards Great Semarang”.
The main purposes of engaging with local
communities are to understand how local people
experience and address water related issues,
to understand their preferences and essentially
to tackle the problem from the roots with the
goal to meet local urgencies. Accordingly, there
were few site visit activities covering the upland
and down to the coastal area, doing interviews
with key informants, as well as small FGD for
more comprehensive discussions. Local people
representatives who are involved in the process
are the head of Kelurahan as government
representative in the lowest level, community
leader, youth (Karang Taruna), women’s group
(PKK), and also people who works in informal
sector such as street vendors, traditional market
traders, and local entrepreneurs.
Some interesting evidence are found based on
direct communication with the local people.
There were fruitful findings such as on capturing
level of local people awareness mostly those
are who lived in the landslide/flood prone area,
understanding to what extent the local people in
Peterongan market are very much support the
idea to regenerate the market to provide better
environment, as well as realizing the mindset
of the people who live in the dense and flooded
coastal area to ensuring their willingness to
move to vertical type of housing.

Site visit and interview with the head of Kelurahan Sadeng
and local residents on 30th January 2019.

Inhabitants of Peterongan are
bothered by the street vendors by
athe smell and sanitation level

New market building is not fully
occupied due to lack of facilities
and logistics design

Land acquisition is necessary to remove
the informalities along the canal

The river was still
open in the 1980s

Site visit and interview with head of local Kelurahan Pak Rubby
and market association and local residents on 29th January 2019.

Northeast Semarang experiences the most severe
land subsidence. In the kampungs, streets are raised
every few years, impacting entryways of buildings

Construction of the coastal protection is
hindered because of it’s challenging to move
residents from local fisherman village
High density resettlement programs also
exist in Semarang

Site visit to the coastal area and fishing villages on 5th November 2018.
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Currently the rainfall is collected by the canals system and
discharge as quickly as possible. All strategies being applied
at the moment focus on getting the water out. Meanwhile they
neglect the opportunities of utilizing the rainwater to solve
Semarang’s lack of fresh water.

CURRENT
APPROACH

UPPER HILL SIDE

MIDDLE HILL SIDE

LOW LAND AND COASTAL AREA

WATER RUN-OFF

TOP SOIL
SAND

CLAY

SAND

CLAY

SAND

SANDY
LIMESTONE

LANDSLIDES - GROUNDWATER OVEREXPLOITATION

LOW WATER RETENTION - DROUGHTS LOW ECOLOGICAL VALUE

DISCONNECTED CANALS NO NATURAL INFILTRATION LOW SOCIAL VALUE

POTENTIAL INCREASE
MICRO-INTERVENTION

HEAVY PUMPING - DEPLETED AQUIFER - LAND SUBSIDENCE
0

1KM

Water is maximally utilized in different ways and in different parts
of the city. Starting upstream, the watershed is cascaded to store,
mitigate and use the water. In different part of the city, water
is integrated with existing interventions of the cities to create
synergy between different domains.

CASCADING
SEMARANG

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

RECHANNELING THE CITY

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

TOP SOIL
SAND

CLAY

SAND

RECHARGING THE
AQUIFERS

CLAY

SAND

SANDY
LIMESTONE

INCREASED INFILTRATION - WATER RETENTION REDUCE GROUNDWATER OVEREXPLOITATION

RESERVOIRS ALONG THE RIVER
STREAMS - MITIGATE FLOODING ECOLOGICAL VALUE

INCREASE OF NATURAL
INFILTRATION - WATER
RETENTION - QUALITY OF PUBLIC
SPACE

MICRO-INTERVENTION AT
THE HOUSEHOLD SCALE

RUNOFF WATER WITHIN RESERVOIR FOR INDUSTRIAL USE REDUCED EXTRACTION - RECHARGE OF THE CONFINED AQUIFER

0

1KM

FIVE CONCEPTS TOWARDS
INCLUSIVE GROWTH

RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TERRACE

RECHANNELING
THE CITY

A systemic approach

RECHANNELING THE CITY
FEEDING THE
INDUSTRY

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MICRO
INTERVENTIONS

RECHARGING
THE AQUIFER
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Rather than trying to solve individual problems
with individual measures, we take a systemic
approach to defining answers to the different
water questions arising in Semarang. The
traditional approach focuses on symptoms and
mitigating them, and it does not go far enough.
Furthermore to establish mitigation systems
and to operate them comes as significantly
higher cost. Therefore, five concepts focusing
on different steps of utilizing rainwater have
been proposed. They each have their own focus
on different areas of interventions, but they also
function together as a drive for systemic change.
With this systemic thinking we believe Semarang
can become an example of sustainable action,
securing the long term success of the city.

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE
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BREAK THE CYCLE

The Strategic Business Case:
From a dynamics of increasing
vulnerability to sustainable,
inclusive and resilient urban
growth

the way our five concepts impact the water
management system and also result in inclusive
and resilient economic growth in the long term.
They also contribute to the achievement of
SDG6 (Water), SDG 13 (Climate Action), SDG
10 (reduced inequality), and SDG 8 (decent work
and economic growth).

In this section we present the fundamental
elements of the Strategic Business Case of
Cascading Semarang. As previously explained,
the current urban development dynamics of
Semarang does not seem sustainable. Through
our five concepts we aim to set in motion a
systemic change. Accordingly in this section we
present our “Theory of Change”; how our five
strategies and their implementation strategy are
designed to achieve resilient and sustainable
development and solve current water challenges
faced by Semarang.

Each concept has been designed in order to
impact current vicious into virtuous cycles, or at
least to the extent possible enable a decoupling
socio-economic development from an increase
on Climate Value at Risk- public and private .
Below a sustainable development narrative is
provided for each measure, which is graphically
depicted in the graph on page 58 - 59 for an
overview of the key services and/or benefits each
concept aims to provide, and all the co-benefits
related to each of these primary ones.
For a full overview of economic benefits see the
section the Economic Business Case.

In this graph (Causal Loop Diagram) we depict

Spongy mountain terrace

Micro interventions

Additional storage and infiltration capacity
will be created to reduce increasing runoff
rates caused by urban development. Urban
development coupled with spongy mountain
terrace structures should at least achieve a
stabilization of runoff rates, which reduces flood
risk downstream. This reduces expected public
and private physical damage stemming from
floods.
Meanwhile the way these new neighborhoods
are designed will result in better water supply
for population, agriculture and industrial use.
Increased water retention rates mitigate drought
risk, especially for surrounding agriculture.
The stabilization techniques that will be applied,
combined with better infiltration rates and
stabilization of runoffs are also expected to
decrease the risk of landslide.
Through the reduction of all these different
water risks; business continuity can be
safeguarded, which creates a more favourable
investment climate.
Besides these three direct benefits, there is a
variety of co-benefits as open and green spaces
make part of the urban tissue.

Micro-interventions will increase the provision
of water at kampung level and the potential for
vulnerable social groups to develop economic
activities, improve food security and income
stability. If properly planned and implemented,
micro-interventions along with social innovations
and market linkages may result in improvements
in spatial quality, better quality of life and
opportunities for the development of a vibrant
local economy.

Rechanneling the city
Additional storage will be created to reduce
flood risk in Semarang and improve water
availability. Reduced flash flood risk decreases
expected damage and economic disruption as
described above. Furthermore, improvements in
solid waste management will also improve water
quality and result in better quality public spaces.
All these effects combined, especially better
water quality is known to increase economic
productivity and decreases public health costs.

Recharging the aquifer
Recharging the aquifer will decrease land
subsidence (currently max. 8 cm per year),
thereby mitigating the increase in pluvial, fluvial
and coastal flood risk due to climate change
and upstream urban developments, which is
exacerbated by land subsidence.
Land subsidence damages public underground
assets and decreases the lifetime of water
infrastructure. For example, current investments
in flood protection, e.g. the newly developed
seawall at the waterfront, will have a shorter
lifetime when they sink due to land subsidence,
decreasing their effectiveness. Additionally, land
subsidence decreases coastal property values
due to higher flood risk. Therefore, decreased
land subsidence reduces the costs of future
additional investments in flood protection and
maintains property values.

Feeding the industry

Graph: The five concepts and their impact on the water management system and
inclusive & resilient economic growth
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Reservoirs create an additional source of water
supply besides groundwater, which is currently
being overexploited and risks becoming saline
due to sea level rise. Higher variability in water
availability due to climate change increase the
risk of water scarcity for businesses, leading to
economic disruption. Moreover, surface water
usage instead of aquifer depletion reduces
subsidence rates and subsequently flood risk.
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Benefits and cost overview
PRIMARY SERVICE

LANDSLIDE RISK REDUCTION

CO - BENEFIT

increase land availability

increase livelihood and local economy
increases biodiversity in future residential areas

SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TERRACE

COST

BETTER WATER SUPPLY

increase infiltration hence reduce land subsidence
improve accessibility to water for vulnerable groups
improve waste collection and quality of environment
new jobs created for maintenance, operation and implementation

FLOOD RISK REDUCTION

increased sanitation related to health risk

construction cost for retention infrastructure
construction cost for water reservoir
water treatment plants / ponds
construction cost for public space / river park

reduced heat island effect through water bodies
increases biodiversity
pumped storage hydro-power
provide recreation area and flexible public space
increase infiltration hence reduce land subsidence
reduction on water related health impact
FLASH FLOOD RISK REDUCTION

reduction in public infrastructure damage

IMPROVE THE WATER QUALITY

increase biodiversity
decrease water-related health risk
new jobs created for maintenance, operation and implementation

IMPROVE THE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

RECHANNLING
THE CITY

PROVIDE BETTER PUBLIC SPACE

improve quality of environment
new jobs created for maintenance, operation and implementation
less sanitation related health risk

construction cost for canal
resettlement program
waste capturing / transporting facilities
water treatment plants
construction cost for public space / park

resettlement of ‘informalities’
increase local economic activity
provide slow mobility system
create strong identity

enable attractive environment for industrial growth

FEEDING THE
INDUSTRY

SECURE WATER SUPPLY (FOR INDUSTRY)

reduction of dependence on external water supply

construction cost for water retention facilities

reduction of water related health impact
reduction of material destruction for private activities
opportunities to boost additional industries like aquaculture

construction cost for water transportation facilities

FLOOD RISK REDUCTION

reduction of vulnerability to flooding
reduction of damage for households
increase the land availability

control enforcement

REDUCTION OF LAND SUBSIDENCE RATE

BETTER WATER PROVISION ON HOUSEHOLD/KAMPUNG LEVEL

construction cost for water treatment facilities

improve food security for most vulnerable groups
improve spatial quality
improved livelihoods and income stability
improved conditions for development of local economy

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

REDUCTION OF LAND SUBSIDENCE RATE

RECHARGING
THE AQUIFER
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Our Theory of Change: Setting in
motion a new dynamic between
water and economic growth
Summarizing, our urban growth typologies
through its five concepts aim to put in motion
a change of paradigm, uncoupling economic
growth from an exponential increase in
vulnerability to floods and landslides
and a negative impact to key natural resources,
such as water. Our vision is to change in the
long term these two patterns by applying these
five concepts; that all in all aim at an increase
in water storage and infiltration, increase in
surface water availability and consumption and
significant decrease to stop of groundwater
extraction. The ultimate goal is to create
a reinforcing strategy between economic
growth(SDG8 ) of Semarang through an increase
in the tax base, jobs and of local revenue
sources, and the achievement of Water Security
(SDG6) in the face of Climate Change.

The economic business case
Following up on the Strategic Business Case,
where the evidence is presented on why a
change and significant capital investments are
needed; the economic case aims to test whether
the preferred option represents a “value for
money” proposition. This can be determined
through considering the likely costs and benefits
of the option(s).
As it can be observed in the overview of benefits
for the three main concepts (see FIG 1 ), we have
assessed the economic business case by looking
at:
a)
Four categories of expected effects:
environmental, social, economic and institutional
effects
b)
The effects of the different concepts for
three economic agents: individual/ consumers,
producers/firms and government.

grow. To assess full the societal impact we more
research is needed about current labour market,
educational levels and unemployment rates in
the city. Risk reduction (of landslides and floods
will increase the value of property and land in
each of the areas. This will apply for private,
commercial and publicly owned property.
Policy effects are related to the larger
4)
changes and opportunities in the city. Not for a
pilot site but for the entire program. For example,
there will be more “safe” space created by the
combination of the different measures where
different activities can take place which means
that spatial planning has more possibility and
potential. In the same way, the whole city will
only become more resilient to water risks and
water-cycle related extreme events driven by
Climate Change in the degree that all these five
concepts are implemented and that is done at
system scale.

All of these benefits are relative, comparing
the “alternative scenario” where concepts are
implemented; versus the business as usual
scenario. There all of the benefits are described
as in terms of improvement and or reductions.
Some of the conclusions that can be taken from
this overview of benefits are that:
1)
The investment program – combining
our different concepts- has overall positive
Environmental benefits, but not all directly for
one party. These benefits are mostly improving a
“public good”.
2)
Also social Benefits are very positive,
on household and producer level. The danger
here is that in a full CBA these benefits might
not contribute a lot, it strongly depends on the
valuation technique. If inclusiveness, equality,
and poverty reduction (for example) are national
policy objectives then we should use, in a next
phase, weights to ensure these social effects are
valued.
Economic benefits are mostly positive.
3)
Damage reduction is highly relevant in all
three concepts, and for many of them the
effects will be nearly immediate after project
implementation has started. Regarding the
labour market a change can be expected as
new businesses can be developed as more
and reliable resources are available (water
supply) and the tourist industry will start to
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Effect
Magnitude of Effect

ECONOMIC BUSINESS CASE

Duration before expected effect
occurs
Instant (after implementation)

Rechanneling the City

Spongy Mountain

Main benefits: flashflood reduction from extreme rainfall (safety), improvement of water quality (health) and improvement of public
space
Economic agent directly affected
Micro level (household) *for the people living in
Individual/
Consumer Producer/ Firm Government
effect
Magnitude
Duration

Environmental effects

Energy Efficiency or reduction in usage

Safety
Health
(hygiene and
sanitation)
Accessibility and well-being

Social Effects

Damage to physical assets
"Cost of Illness"
Labour market

Small

Slow

Small

Slow

Neutral

Small

Slow

√

√

√

Positive

Small

Slow

Neutral

Small

Slow

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

√

√

√

Positive

Small

Slow

Positive

Small

Slow

Positive

Small

Slow

Positive

Small

Slow

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Small

Slow

Positive

Small

Slow

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Small

Slow

Positive

Small

√

√

√

Slow

√

√

√

Medium

Instant

√

√

Neutral

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

√

Neutral

Small

Slow

Neutral

Small

Slow

Positive

Small

Instant

√

√

Neutral

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

√

Neutral

Small

Slow

Neutral

Small

Slow

Instant

Neutral

Medium

Instant

√

√

Positive

Large

Instant

Neutral

Medium

Gradual

√

√

Neutral

Small

Slow

Neutral

Small

Slow

Gradual

Neutral

Small

Instant

√

√

Positive

Large

Gradual

Neutral

Medium

Gradual

√

√

Neutral

Small

Slow

Neutral

Small

Slow

√

√

√

√

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Small

Slow

√

√

Reduction of expected casualties
direct - due to (flash)floods/landslides

√

√

Positive

Large

Instant

Positive

Reduction of expected injuries
direct - due to (flash)floods/landslides

√

√

Positive

Medium

Instant

Reduction of expected casualties
indirect: health problems due to hygiene and sanitation/ contaminated fish and co

√

√

Positive

Large

Reduction of expected illness
indirect: health problems due to hygiene and sanitation/ contaminated fish and co

√

√

Positive

Medium

General well-being and hapiness
improved spatial quality - pride, more public space, better air and water quality, et

√

Improved/reliable access to public facilities
Schools/Hospitals

√

Improved /reliable access to retail area
Food supply system (consumers)

√

√

Improved/reliable access to retail area
Food supply system (producers)

√

√

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Small

Slow

Positive

Medium

Instant

Neutral

Medium

Positive

Large

Instant

Neutral

Positive

Large

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

√

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Small

Slow

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Medium

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Neutral

Medium

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

Positive

Medium

Instant

Positive

Medium

Instant

Positive

Large

Slow

Positive

Medium

Slow

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Instant

Positive

Medium

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

Medium

Instant

Positive

Medium

Instant

Positive

Large

Instant

Positive

Medium

Instant

√
√

Positive

Medium

Instant

Positive

Medium

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

√

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Instant

Neutral

Medium

Gradual

√
√

Instant

Positive

Medium

Gradual

√
√

n.a.

Large

√
√

Positive

Positive

√

√
√

√
√

√

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Instant

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Instant

Positive

Large

Instant

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Instant

Neutral

Medium

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Instant

Neutral

Medium

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Large

Instant

Positive

Medium

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Neutral

Small

Instant

Positive

Medium

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Neutral

Small

Instant

Neutral

Small

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

√

Neutral

Small

Instant

Positive

Medium

Instant

√

Neutral

Small

Instant

Neutral

Small

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

√

√

√

Employment creation (permanent)
Jobs for maintenance and operation - wate rmanagement system

√

√

Employment creation (temporary)
Jobs for construction

√

√

Neutral

Small

Instant

Neutral

Small

Instant

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Employment creation (permanent)
Increase in tourism

√

√

Positive

Medium

Slow

Positive

Large

Slow

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

√

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Neutral

Medium

Gradual

Increased value of private/commercial owned land

Value of proporty

Positive

Positive

n.a.

Economic development
business/industrial/agricultural development

Spatial planning, expenditures and opportunities

Slow

√

Increased number of trees
CO2 capture

Reduced Cost of emergency services

Small

√

Slow

√

Positive

√

Small

√

Duration

√

Slow

Positive

√

Magnitude

√

Small

Slow

Health related - improved productivity
indirect: increased income / working time

effect

Positive

Small

√

Duration

Slow

Positive

√

Magnitude

Small

√

Health related - medical expenses
direct: medical care and travel costs

Macro level (city)

effect

Positive

√

Reduction in loss of (private) land (gardening and private agriculture)

Micro level (household)

Government

√

√

Reduction in loss of (commercial/agricultural) land (use)

dividual/Consum Producer/Firm

√

n.a.

√

Duration

√

n.a.

Reduction of damages to public property
direct damages to physical assets (hospitals, schools, electricity stations, market ar

Economic agent directly affected

Magnitude

n.a.

n.a.

√

Macro level (city)
effect

n.a.

n.a.

Reduction of damages to private property (real estate)
direct damages to physical assets

Main benefits: Improved water supply, reduction of floodrisk, reducing landsubsidence rate

n.a.

n.a.

√

Slow

n.a.

n.a.

√

Gradual

n.a.

√

√

Negative
Small

Feeding the Industry

Main benefits: Floodrisk reduction downstream, stable water supply, reducution in landslide risk
Economic agent directly affected
Micro level (household) *for the people living in
Individual/
Consumer Producer/ Firm Government
effect
Magnitude
Duration

Neutral
Medium

n.a.

√

reduction in managementcosts of infrastucture

Economic effects

Duration

√

Reduction of damages to commercial property (real estate)
direct damages to physical assets

Policy and institutional effects

Magnitude

Improved water quality
effect on biodiversity

Improved and reliable access to water
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Macro level (city)
effect

Reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
due to lower temperatures and less AC usage / reduction in water ransportation

Stabilized slopes
effect on biodiversity

Positive
Large

√

√

Increased value of publicly owned land

√

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Increased value of real estate (public)

√

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Increased value of real estate (private)

√

Real estate development

√

√

Formalization of market place

√

√

Formalization of informal settlements

√

Increased tax base (rent, gentrification, & incomes)

√

Reduced Cost of temporary housing

Development of sport facilities & parks

Increased availability of (safer) land

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√

Positive

Large

Gradual

Neutral

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Neutral

Large

Slow

Positive

Large

Slow

√
√

√

Negative

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

Neutral

Small

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

Positive

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Medium

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Positive

Large

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Neutral

Large

Slow

Positive

Large

Slow

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Negative

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Neutral

Large

Slow

Positive

Large

Slow

√

Negative

Medium

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

√

Neutral

Small

Gradual

Positive

Large

Gradual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

√

√

Neutral

Large

Slow

Positive

Large

Slow

√

√

√

√
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
DIFFERENT CONCEPTS
FIVE CONCEPTS
Spongy mountain terrace focuses on the uphill
city in three different conditions: yet undeveloped
projects in landslide prone areas; urbanization in
low landslide risk area; green preservation zones.
Rechanneling the city looks at the existing

urban fabric in mid and downstream area. It aims
at reinforcing the network of surface water in the
urban realm.

utilizing the existing effort of city’s sea wall plan.
Proposed locations are in the east and west part
of the city, in the industrial areas along the coast.

from land subsidence. Specifically in this case,
it’s located in Karangroto industrial area in the
east of the city.

Feeding the industry mainly investigates the
possibility of creating large scale reservoirs

Recharging the aquifer will be most effectively
implemented in the area that suffers the most

Micro-interventions can happen across the city
in different kampungs.

RECHARGE THE
AQUIFER

RECHARGE THE
AQUIFER
FEEDING THE
INDUSTRY

RECHANNEL THE
CITY

SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TERRACE

SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TERRACE

MICRO
INTERVENTIONS

MICRO
INTERVENTIONS

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE
RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

1.

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

RECHANNELING
THE CITY
KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN
SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU
‘CASCADING
SEMARANG’
TERAS
KAWASAN SEMARANG
ATAS YANG
FIVE CONCEPT
MENYERAP
AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS

2.

SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE

INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

3.

RECHANNELING THE CITY

INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
RECHANNEL THE CITY

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

RECHANNELING THE CITY

INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

4.

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
FEEDING
THE
INDUSTRY
RECHANNEL
THE
CITY

5.
SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE

PENYEDIAAN AIR UNTUK INDUSTRY
FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
RECHANNEL THE CITY

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE

SPONGY
MOUNTAIN
MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
TERRACE

PENYEDIAAN AIR UNTUK INDUSTRY

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
FEEDING
THE
INDUSTRY

RECHANNEL
THE CITY

RECHANNELING THE CITY

RECHARGE THE AQUIFER

MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
RECHARGE THE AQUIFER

RECHANNELING THE CITY

RECHARGING
THE AQUIFERS

INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MICROINTERVENTIONS

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

PENYEDIAAN AIR UNTUK INDUSTRY
FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
RECHANNEL THE CITY

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
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MICRO
INTERVENTIONS
RECHARGE
THE AQUIFER

MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
RECHANNEL THE CITY

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

PENYEDIAAN AIR UNTUK INDUSTRY
FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE
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CASCADING
SEMARANG

Feeding the industry - Recharging Aquifers
New water Reservoirs

Feeding the industry
Industrial Zones

Re-Channeling the city
Canals suitable for recharging shallow aquifers

Spongy Mountain Terrace
Urbanization in Residential zone

Spongy Mountain Terrace
New water reservoirs

Spongy Mountain Terrace
Urbanization in high Landslide Risk Areas

Spongy Mountain
Terrace
Spongy Mountain
Terrace
Urbanization in low Landslide Risk Areas
Green Biocorridors
Spongy Mountain Terrace
Potential urbanization in unplanned areas
Spongy Mountain Terrace
New water reservoirs
Spongy Mountain Terrace
Green Biocorridors
Feeding the industry Industrial Zones
Feeding the industry - Recharging Aquifers
New water Reservoirs
Re-Channeling the city
Canals suitable for recharging shallow aquifers
Feeding the industry - Recharging Aquifers
Water treatment parks
Micro-interventions
Example of location and variety

The overall concept of ‘Cascading Semarang’ targets shifting the view of
water as a threat towards benefit. By adding the concept of ‘cascading’
to the current water management system, a series of elements of
storage and utilization are created with a complementary and synergetic
approach. Semarang and its water shed will be cascaded to store and
utilize, and the hazards will be mitigated.

Currently, there is a unified standard for all new
developments in Semarang. In order to better
manage the uphill land and deliver a ‘spongy’
mountain, customized regulations are needed to
secure the expected effect.

According to the city’s masterplan, new
urbanization in Semarang should ensure at least
30% of green space (20% in public developments,
10% in private developments). However, from our
observation only 12.5% of green area is provided
on average. In order to secure the ‘sponginess’
and safety of new developments, new regulations
are suggested for Spongy Mountain areas and
the landslide risk areas (see figure below).

RESIDENTIAL
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT

40%
PUBLIC

60%
PRIVATE

20%

RESIDENTIAL
SPONGY MOUNTAIN

10%

40%
20%
PAVED /
INFRASTRUCTURE

10%

BUILT

40%
PUBLIC

GREEN

PAVED

GREEN

The Spongy Mountain Terraces aim to increase
the resilience of existing and upcoming urban
developments by working on a watershed scale,
exceeding the administrative boundaries of
Semarang, hereby providing a foundation for a
long-term sustainable development of Semarang.
The Terraces will release new land for new urban
developments, stimulate new urban typologies
and new ways of living with water.

In the case of upgrading upcoming
developments, the implementation of the
sponge-city concept might require additional
investment, which might impair their realization.
In order to ensure the implementation, the
government could establish various regulatory
mechanisms, including adjustments of
regulations (obligatory policy) and/or providing
developers with reductions and allowances.

15%

WATER

‘Spongy Mountain Terraces’ imply the creation
of nature-based adaptive systems, which allow
for the catchment, storage and reuse of water in
the uphill areas of Semarang in order to minimize
the negative effect of runoff in downstream
areas. The uphill interventions concentrate on
improving spatial conditions by implementing
new ecological conservation areas, mitigating
landslide risk and enhancing water retention in
agricultural areas. By doing so, flood risk in the
downstream areas of the city will be reduced and
water supply will be more stable throughout the
year.

The Spongy Mountain Terraces are conjugated
in four land use strategies, developed according
to land use planning and by involving key
stakeholders. In each one of the zones of the
Spongy Mountain a new land regulation is
proposed to empower the water retention
capacity of the existing morphology. This is
particularly relevant in urbanized areas.

GREEN

Summary

A zoned strategy - Change
paradigm of land regulation

BY MASTERPLAN

SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TERRACES

10%

60%
PRIVATE

10%

40%
10%

15%
PERMEABLE PAVED /
INFRASTRUCTURE

GREEN

BUILT

PERMEABLE
PAVED

Zoned Approach - Stakeholders Oriented
AGRICULTURE
Capture and Provide

NATURE / FOREST
Retain and Infiltrate

URBAN AREAS
Store and Reuse
Protect from Landslides

RIVER PARK
Retain and Infiltrate
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Impact

Tools

As a direct benefit, cascading the uphill area of
Semarang by implementing a landscape with
terraces with water retention functions will 1)
provide a more landslide resilient neighborhood
and at the same time 2) increase local residents’
accessibility to water. The project will allow
28.500 new households (85.500 inhabitants)
to be free from landslide risk in prone areas.
Additionally, it will generate fresh water
provision based on surface water for more than
600.000 inhabitants. By increasing the water
retention capacity of the uphill Semarang area, it
also reduces water runoff, and as a consequence
the risk of flash floods.

This strategy improves the quality of new
developments, preserves the ecology and creates
additional public space as co-benefits. It secures
investments in landslide risk zones, preserving
wealth and wellbeing of local communities. The
improved accessibility to water sources also
increases the quality of life for more vulnerable
groups. Excessive water that cannot be locally
stored or consumed will be transported via rivers
and canals to larger retention areas for industrial
water use.

Due to different conditions of the spongy
mountain area, different tools will be used to
ensure the safety and water retention capacity
of the new developments. For landslide risk
areas, water infrastructure like friction piles,
deep foundations, retention walls and grated
drainage ditches will be applied. Biotechnical
slope stabilization techniques will be extra

LANDSLIDE
RESILIENT
NEIGHBOURHOOD

measures to ensure the safety. For areas without
landslide risks, water storage and shallow
aquifer recharge measures will be implemented.
The stored water can be locally filtered, cleaned
and transported for local consumption or for
industrial purposes.

Definition:
Landslide resilient residential development and green
infrastructure for soil stabilization
Water Infrastructure:
Friction Piles / Deep foundation, Retention Wall, Grated
drainage ditch , Biotechnical slope stabilization

PRIMARY SERVICES

STORE & DELAY

LANDSLIDES
RISK
REDUCTION

INCREASE
ACCESS
TO WATER

Up to

Up to

Up to

28.500 new households
85.500 inhabitants

600.000 inhabitants

80% runoff reduction

Related to water runoff
and vegetation loss

free from landslide risk in
danger zone

Related to freshwater
scarcity

provided with surface water from
runoff retention (62% of spongy
mountain household demand with no
water extraction)

Water Infrastructure:
Purification ponds, Cascading reservoirs with retention
walls, Rain Parks, Green / Blue Corridors, Drinking water
treatment plant (Centralized), Drinking water treatment plant
(decentralized), Waste water treatment plant, Litter Traps,
Small Scale hydropower

REDUCE
FLASH
FLOODS

Related to eccessive
water runoff

in spongy mountain area and

10.5% runoff reduction

SHALLOW AQUIFER
RECHARGE

in whole SMR area

CO-BENIFITS

•

Increase land availability
Increase livelihood and
local economy
Increases biodiversity in
future residential areas

•
•
•
•
•
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Increase infiltration hence reduce
land subsidence
Improve accessibility to water for
vulnerable groups
Improve waste collection and
quality of environment
New jobs created for maintenance,
operation and implementation
Increased sanitation related
health risk

•
•
•
•
•

Reduced heat island effect
through water bodies
Increases biodiversity
Pumped storage hydro-power
Provide recreation area and
flexible public space
Increase infiltration hence reduce
land subsidence

Definition:
Natural and artificial infrastructure for aquifer recharge
Water Infrastructure:
Permeable Streets, Permeable Sport fields and Playgrounds,
Bio-swales / Green sidewalk, Infiltration Ponds, Water
Squares, Water Reservoirs, Rain Gardens, Private Bioswales

+
•
•

Definition:
Delay water runoff, store water in reservoirs and ponds and
harvest rainwater for reuse

FEEDING THE
INDUSTRY

Definition:
Provide surplus water to industrial developments in
surrounding areas. Threat water for industrial use.
Water Infrastructure:
Centralized / Decentralized water collection, treatment and
distribution systems
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The Spongy Mountain provides a stepped water
strategy. The zoned approach, structured in four
strategies, is developed to be coming together
in an integral approach. Natural landscapes and
urbanized areas are designed to work together as
one water system.

A STEPPED WATER
STRATEGY

In mixed-use and service zones, which are
generally located in a plateau area, water is
collected in public space, with flexible peak storage
infrastructure like water squares. Permeability is
also increased to maximize infiltration. Similar

1. SERVICE / MIXED USE
LARGE SCALE
RETAIN, REUSE,
INFILTRATE
Plateau

2. RESIDENTIAL
SMALL SCALE
RETAIN REUSE
INFILTRATE
Slope

3. RESIDENTIAL
RETAIN, REUSE , STABILIZE SOIL
Slope

4. AGRICULTURE
RETAIN, REUSE
Valley

strategies are applied in residential areas
where, on a smaller scale, a permeable water
infrastructure creates a network for retention
and runoff delay. Conversely, in the landslide
risk zones, infiltration is prevented, while soil
stabilization provides safe conditions for urban
development. In these zones water is drained
and retained through hard infrastructure. In
agricultural areas and ecological zones, larger
water reservoirs are created, while enhanced
meanders ensure natural sponginess of the river
and retention capacity

5. ECO-ZONE
RETAIN, INFILTRATE,
DISTRIBUTE
River

LANDSLIDES
RISK
REDUCTION
INCREASE
ACCESS
TO WATER
REDUCE
FLASH
FLOODS
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WATER AS LEVERAGE
WATER AS DRIVER FOR URBAN
TRANSFORMATION
The stepped water strategy responds to each urban
condition with tailored spatial solutions.The interventions
are dual, introducing both water storage and co-benefits
relating to socio-culture, energy, health, economy and
materials and waste.

SOCIAL - CULTURAL
•
Enhance Existing Public Space

HEALTH
Enhance (protect and extend) Ecology
•

•
•

•
•

ENERGY
Provide Small Scale Hydropower Infrastructure
•
•
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Generate new Flexible space for social-cultural activities
Provide opportunity for water research and education

Operate the Water System with Sustainable Energy

Provide Sanitation Infrastructure
Generate New Flexible Space for Healthy Lifestyle
Improve Climate Control
Reduction Measures

through

Heat

Island

MATERIALS AND WASTE
Apply Waste Mining Infrastructure
•
Arrange Space for Waste Transformation and Re-use
•
ECONOMY
Improve Existing Commercial Space
•
•

Generate New Flexible Commercial Space

•

Activate Small Scale circular Economy Locally
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TEST SITES AND
PROJECT LOCATIONS

1. SADENG

Two project sites (Sadeng and Tembalang) have
been chosen as proof of concept. Water and
leverage strategies were applied to the sites,
following specific contingent conditions and
planning requirements. Cost-benefit analyses
were built on the results of the explorative
design of the tests sites, and later scaled to
build estimates for the entire Spongy Mountain.
Additionally, due to the urgent need of reducing
landslide risk, two potential sites for landslide
resilient neighborhoods pilot projects were
identified (Gunug Pati and Jabungan).

TEST SITE

Sadeng has been chosen as first and exemplary project site
for the variety of conditions it presents. The topography is
in fact varied and most of the conditions that the Spongy
Mountain is addressing can be found in this specific site,
including planned residential in landslide risk zones and
proximity to industry. The Sadeng site was first addressed
on a large scale, and later designed as a focus area on a
smaller scale.

2. TEMBALANG

TEST SITE

Tembalang was selected as an additional project site for
the particular relation of the new development with the
existing context. The UNDIP university campus provides
opportunities for integrating the Spongy Mountain strategy
into the open urban fabric, whereas the residential zones
present flooding issues, which call for more punctual and
less invasive solutions in a dense urban area.

3. GUNUG PATI
SADENG
TEMBALANG

POTENTIAL ZONE FOR LANDSLIDE
RESILIENT PILOT

JABUNGAN

4. JABUNGAN

GUNUG PATI

POTENTIAL ZONE FOR LANDSLIDE
RESILIENT PILOT
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Gunug Pati is suggested as a potential zone for pilot
projects on landslide risk resilient neighborhoods. The site
is a planned residential zone according to the masterplan,
with high landslide risk and prohibitive slope conditions.
These factors and the direct proximity to water courses
make the site suitable to be selected for pilot initiatives and
testing models.

Jabungan is suggested as second potential zone for pilot
projects on landslide risk resilient neighborhoods. The site
is a planned residential zone according to masterplan,
with high landslide risk and prohibitive slope conditions.
These factors and the direct proximity with water courses
make the site suitable to be selected for pilot initiatives and
testing models.
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The water retention of natural zones in enhanced by creating
more room for natural water courses, reservoirs
and reducing water contamination.

In agricultural zones, a new water infrastructure is proposed
to increase retention capacity and ensure a consistent water
provision all around the year.

KEY ACTORS:

AGRICULTURE

Site 1 - 22 ha
Municipal Boundaries - 1.300 ha
RETENTION CAPACITY

485 m /ha
3

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE / ha
150 m
300 m2
100 m2
0,4
2

Infiltration/Purification ponds
Bio-swale
Reservoir
Litter traps

COST/ha WATER
INFRASTRUCTURE
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230.150.000 IDR
16.000 USD

•
•
•

Land owners
Farmers
Semarang City Government:
_ BAPPEDA
_ Department of Agriculture of Semarang
City
_ Public Work Agency of Semarang City

KEY ACTORS:

FOREST - NATURE

Site 1 - 32 ha
Municipal Boundaries - 2.600 ha
RETENTION CAPACITY

3150 m /ha
3

•
•

PDAM
Semarang City Government:
_ BAPPEDA
_ Environmental Agency of Semarang
City

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE / ha
500 m2
3.400 m2
0.3
100 m2

Infiltration Ponds
Green corridor
Litter traps
Reservoir

COST/ha WATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

65.230.000 IDR
4.550 USD
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The spongy capacity of the river is increased by enlarging
the riverbed and preserving the biodiversity around it.

In residential areas, where water runoff is normally high, a
series of water strategies aims to increase spongy capacity
and collect water for reuse. Additionally, in specific areas
anti-landslide measures are implemented.

NEW RESIDENTIAL
(NO LANDSLIDE)

Site 1 - 45 ha
Municipal Boundaries - 4.600 ha
RETENTION CAPACITY

1.570 m /ha
3

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE / ha
263 m
1.050 m2
16 m2
263 m2
49 m2
117 m2
157 m2
49 m2
555 m2
300 m2

NEW RESIDENTIAL
LANDSLIDE RISK ZONES

Site 1 - 27 ha
Municipal Boundaries - 600 ha
RETENTION CAPACITY

5.380 m3/ha

Grated drainage ditch
COST xha WATER 91.750.000.000 IDR
Permeable Streets
INFRASTRUCTURE
6.382.000 USD
Permeable Sport fields (1/1400 units) 		
Bio-swales / Green sidewalk
Infiltration Ponds (1/1000 units)
KEY ACTORS:
Water Squares (1/5000 units)
Water Reservoirs (1/5000 units)
• Land owners
Purification ponds (1/1000 units)
• Real Estate Developers
Rain Gardens - Rain Parks
• Local stakeholders
Green / Blue Corridor

COST xha WATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

•

1.250.000.000 IDR
86.950 USD

Semarang City Government:

_ BAPPEDA
_ Public Work Agency of Semarang City
_ Housing and Settlement Agency
_ Kelurahan

RIVER PARK

Site 1 - 14 ha
Municipal Boundaries - 1.300 ha
RETENTION CAPACITY

3.700 m3/ha

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE / ha
200 m2 Infiltration Ponds
8.800 m2 Green corridor
1.000 m2 Flood plane

COST xha WATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

KEY ACTORS:
•

•
•

BBWS (River Management
Board - Ministry of Public
Works) authority responsible for
main river
PDAM
Public Work Agency of
Semarang City, authority
responsible for tertiary rivers

2.670.700.000 IDR
185.800 USD
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SADENG:
FOCUS AREA
Projects coming together in one
system
Zooming into the kelehuran of Sadeng as focus
area, we can see the four zoned strategies
coming together in one unified system.
According to the masterplan, there will be a
large amount of developments to accommodate
future growth of the city. Sadeng is one of the
Kelurahans that expects a boom in development.
Due to the fact that Sadeng’s land is dominated
by private owners (87% is owned by private
developers according the head of Keluranhan
Sadeng), the impact on the water system from
future developments is huge. At the same
time, some existing settlements are located in
landslide prone areas with the risk of massive
destruction from natural disaster.
Cascading terraces on the existing landslideprone slopes will on one hand allow for the
creation of small scale water catchment ponds/
reservoirs, and on the other hand will release
new suitable land for urban development in
areas where it was not possible before. To
reduce landslide risk, the ponds are sealed at the
bottom to avoid infiltration. This new typology of
development will bring a more stable and spongy
uphill area for the watershed of Semarang.

The terraces can be programmed in many ways,
from housing to public green space or water
features, with the potential to be integrated with
terraced agriculture. Rice terraces could store
water while stabilizing the slopes and producing
food.
The Spongy Mountain Terrace project does not
only suggest a solution for a better water system
by conveying, storing and delaying the water but
also touches on further issues. The proposed
design consists of terraced developments that
offer various opportunities to better serve the
nature and the community in the area.

1
4

3

7

9

6

2

On the natural level, the intervention enhances
and maintains the richness of the biodiversity by
creating open spaces within the water system
that allow the growth of multiple fauna and flora
species in the area. This growth contributes to
micro climates that help reduce heat and provide
a healthier living climate.

8

5

On the community level, the suggested design
creates spaces to host a range of different
programs; playgrounds for kids, multi-use
squares, sports activities and much more.
These opportunities help create a stronger bond
between the people, hereby allowing for safer and
more inclusive living conditions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

FOCUS AREA
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Water supply and demand per catchment
SUPPLY
173 ha

Catchment area 1
Annual rainfall:
_Dry year [R90%]
_Average year [Rave]

1,825 mm/yr
2,255 mm/yr

Yearly evapotranspiration:
1,400mm/yr
Potential water supply with retention
of 5% and depth of 3m:
_Dry year
15 l/s
_Average year
19 l/s

173 ha

Total population supply with demand
of 150 l/person/day:
_Dry year:
9,000 ps
_Average year:
11,000 ps
DEMAND
Total households
Water use pp
Avg. hh size
Demand/hh		

ed

r sh
Wate

5000
150 l/day
3,70
203.5 m3/y

_Total household demand
1,017,500 m3/y

Land use program

Residential program
Division based on current master plan requirements

Dry Agriculture
25 ha

ZONE A - residential

slope < 20%

32 ha

Green		
Built		
Permeable		
Impermeable
Water		

Ecology preservation Zones

8 ha
12.8 ha
8 ha
0 ha
3.2 ha

Dry Agriculture
ZONE B - residential

27 ha
950 hh

slope > 20%

27 ha
to
w.
Su
gia
r

Mixed Use
(Commerical/Residential/Service)

Ko

l. R

13 ha

an

Water Bodies

Green		
Built		
Permeable		
Impermeable
Water		

10.8 ha
8 ha
0 ha
5.4 ha
1.35 ha

Jal

Ja

lan

Ko
l.

Rw
.S

ug
ia

rt o

Planned / Existing
Residential Development

Wet Agriculture

ZONE C - mixed use

slope < 20%

13 ha

The master plan (Peta Kota
Semarang) designates the area for
urban development (residential and
mixed), nature and agriculture.

32 ha
2250 hh
Existing Settlement
24 ha - 1600 hh

Green		
Built		
Permeable		
Impermeable
Water		

1.95 ha
5.85 ha
3.5 ha
0.9 ha
0.65 ha
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OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE
RESILIENT NEIGHBOURHOOD
The Spongy Mountain Terrace project does not
only suggest a solution for a better water system
by conveying, storing and delaying the water but
also touches on further issues. The proposed
design consists of terraced developments that
offer various opportunities to better serve the
nature and the community in the area.

activities and much more. These opportunities
help create a stronger bond between the people
hence allowing for a safer and inclusive living
conditions.

On the natural level, the intervention enhances
and maintains the richness of the biodiversity by
creating open spaces within the water system
that allow the growth of multiple fauna and flora
species in the area. This growth contributes to
micro climates that help reduce heat and provide
a healthier living climate.
On the community level, the suggested design
creates spaces that host different programs;
playgrounds for kids, multi-use squares, sports
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POTENTIAL LOCATIONS

As mentioned before, the zoned approach of the
Spongy Mountain is built to work systemically,
with a coordinated water infrastructure between
various land uses. This implies the capacity to
expand the project, exceeding the boundaries of
Semarang to operate on a provincial level.
The catchment area has been established as
an investigation zone for project sites. For the
catchment areas, data on potential sites has
been gathered within the municipal boundaries
during this phase. Estimates for potential
extensions within Semarang’s municipal
boundaries were based on masterplan regulation,
morphological information and watershed
conformation.

1

TEST SITE 1
SADENG

SADENG

2

TEST SITE 2
TEMBALANG

TEMBALANG

As indicative parameter, please find below the
potential project extensions in the municipality
of Semarang. The provided estimates are
preliminary and based on the assessment
of optimal sites. It is expected to deepen the
assessment in a later phase and find more
suitable locations inside and outside Semarang’s
municipal boundaries.

SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TOTAL SURFACE IN SMR

12.000 ha

SADENG

only in Semarang Municipality

site 1

4.600 ha

450 ha

URBANIZED AREA
(variable density, variable use)
NEW RESIDENTIAL IN LANDSLIDE RISK AREAS
(50 Units / ha)

300.000 units
900.000 inhabitants

600 ha

27 ha

28.500 units
85.500 inhabitants

1.350 units
4.050 inhabitants

AGRICULTURE

2.900 ha

22 ha

NATURE / FOREST PRESERVATION

2.600 ha

32 ha

RIVER PARK

1.300 ha

14 ha
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COST BENEFIT
ANALYSIS
RESIDENTIAL
SPONGY MOUNTAIN
+20% cost New Spongy Urban Fabric
+70% cost Landslide Resilient Fabric

230.000 Housing units free from
landslide risk

URBANIZATION BUSINESS AS USUAL

30.440 MILLION IDR / HA
2,12 MILLION USD / HA

5300ha Spongy Urban Tissue
retaining water up to 1500m3/ha

240.000 Housing units

Direct Impact on WATER
related treats
Direct Impact on
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

5300ha Traditional Urban Tissue
retaining water up to 150m3/ha

PRIMARY SERVICES

LANDSLIDES
RISK
REDUCTION

BENEFITS

Up to

28.500 new households
85.500 inhabitants

free from landslide risk in danger
zone

Up to

INCREASE
ACCESS
TO WATER

600.000 inhabitants

provided with surface water from
runoff retention (62% of spongy
mountain household demand
with no water extraction)

Up to

REDUCE
FLASH
FLOODS

80% runoff reduction
in spongy mountain area and

10.5% runoff reduction
in whole SMR area
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CO-BENEFITS

1. Increase land availability
2. Increase livelihood and local
economy
3. Increase biodiversity in future
residential areas

1. Increase infiltration hence reduce
land subsidence
2. Improve accessibility to water for
vulnerable groups
3. Improve waste collection and quality
of environment
4. New jobs created for maintenance,
operation and implementation
5. Increase sanitation related to health
risks

1. Reduce heat island effect through
water bodies
2. Increase biodiversity
3. Pumped storage hydro-power
4. Provide recreation area and flexible
public space
5. Increase infiltration hence reduce land
subsidence

TOTAL WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
Agriculture
435.000 m2
870.000 m2
290.000 m2
960 		

Infiltration/Purification ponds
Bio-swale
Reservoir
Litter traps

Forest / Nature
1.300.000 m2
24.440.000 m2
860 		
260.000 m2

Infiltration Ponds
Green corridor
Litter traps
Reservoir

River park
260.000 m2
11.440.000 m2
1.300.000 m2

Infiltration Ponds
Green corridor
Flood plane

Residential
1.122.212 m
4.830.000 m2
72.000 m2
1.207.500 m2
225.000 m2
711.000 m2
720.000 m2
267.750 m2
8.700.000 m2
6.100.000 m2
1.425.000 m2
855.000 m
160.313 m2

Grated drainage ditch
Permeable Streets
Permeable Sport fields (1/1400 units)
Bio-swales / Green sidewalk
Infiltration Ponds (1/1000 units)
Water Squares (1/5000 units)
Water Reservoirs (1/5000 units)
Purification ponds (1/1000 units)
Rain Gardens - Rain Parks
Green / Blue Corridor
Cascading reservoirs
Friction Piles / Deep foundation
Retention Wall

TOTAL COSTS TOTAL PROJECT AREA IN
MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES

Agriculture (1.300 ha)
46,5 Million USD /
667,435 Billion IDR

To be added to standard agriculture soil
preparation cost.

Forest / Nature (2.600 ha)
11,8 Million USD /
169,500 Billion IDR
Residential (5.200 ha)
41,1 Billion USD /
60.000 Billion IDR

To be added to standard urbanization costs

River Park (5.200 ha)
240 Million USD /
3.470 Billion IDR
* This is a pre-feasibility study. Cost estimates are based
on empirical values related to infrastructure construction
costs
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IMPLEMENTATION MODEL
AND BANKABILITY
Enabling environment
Necessary elements of the enabling environment
for the successful implementation of this concept
are:
1. Spatial planning and land use regulation
and that incentivize private sector developers
to invest in this new type of resilient real
state models; and in general incentivize the
minimization of exposure.
2. Proper enforcement of regulation and minimum
requirements for the development of real state
that make concepts such as spongy mountain a
preferred option versus business as usual models
of development.
3. Revision of water tariffs to be cost reflective
and enable the increase of revenues via the
selling of water to households.
4. Revision of private insurance schemes that
recognize the risk reduction of properties
developed according to the spongy mountain
principles.

Key implementation actors and
required steps

Implementation and financing
strategy

1. Pdam kota semarang : for Water Infrastructure
construction and management
2. Municipality: for maintenance and
management of public green-blue structures
3. Kelurahan: for the maintainance of public
spaces
4. Private Project Developers: developing spongy
mountains neighbourhoods; implementing
projects and adopting of
5. Real state development regulations
6. Local communities: may plan a role in the
operations and looking after maintenance of
common assets; need to approve
7. The central government, under the authority of
the BBWS: developing and/or supervising river
projects and large water infrastructure initiatives

The suggested implementation and financing
strategy for this concept is the following: 1)
Funding - could be private, as project developers
of real estate could be driven to implement this
concept provided the right incentives are in place
(see above - enabling environment
2) Derisking strategy - use of public or climate
finance guarantee to cover for performance risk
due to innovative character of the technology,
and/or share possible losses due to demand risk.

Solution impact vs BAU (business as usual)
Paradigm shifting potential (solution vs problem)
Strategic Fit: alignment with government priorities

ECONOMIC BUSINESS CASE
Benefits versus Costs
Job production potencial (activity size)

FINANCIAL BUSINESS CASE
Affordability of the Solution
Funding available and/or secured
Effect Municipality tax base/real estate development
Government buy in

COMMERCIAL BUSINESS CASE
Private sector interest in implementing the plan
Revenue generating potencial
Dependence on regulation (commercial activity)
Implementation Risks - Technical (readiness level)
ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) Risks
Quality of procurement strategy

++++
+++++
++++
++++
+++++
+++
needs further research

++++
++++
++++
+++++
++++
++++
++++
needs discussion with authority

MANAGEMENT BUSINESS CASE
Capacity of public agency to procure succesfully
Monitoring systems considered
Risk profile

not applicable

The quantitative estimation of the cash and risk
profile of the project is still work in progress.

Project
Preparation

Spongy
Mountain
STRATEGIC BUSINESS CASE

3) Private sector participation - to allow for the
creation of a level playing field we would advise
that at least two project developers are involved
from the start
4)Technical assistant grants for developers
to participate in the piloting phase and banks
offering the financing instruments for new types
of neighbourhoods.

1 y e ar

2019

3 ye a r s
st
1
phase

2020

Feasibility Studies
_Clarify cost-benefit analysis from public
perspective, as well competitiveness
to business as usual practices from the
perspective of real state developers.
_Estimate cash and risk profile.
_Develop further the implementation strategy
and formalize actor’s participation

Sadeng & Tembalang
development projects
_Implement the concept in 2 to 4
locations, where at least 2 different
private real state developers
participate develop experience with
new techniques.

2023

e
. .. y a r s

Scaling to the rest of the
suitable locations

rd

Scaling up to other 5
to 7 sites
_Lessons learned from
the first locations lead
to adjustments in the
concept, which are then
developed for the rest
of the selected areas of
the spongy mountain.

3
phase

5 ye a r s
nd

2
phase

_A total of 17 for whole
Semarang, without
anymore need of grants or
guarantees

2028

++++
++++
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NEW MODEL FOR RESILIENT
DEVELOPMENT
Living with nature
The Spongy Mountain Terraces proposal is a new
model for a resilient upstream neighborhood in
the region and a nature enhancement strategy.
The generated qualities can be experienced daily
by the inhabitants, living in direct contact with
water and biodiversity, within an empowered
context for social ties and interaction. Communal
space is flexibly adaptable to accommodate
water retention and cultural or economical
activities, while nature is made more accessible
through green links and connections.
The urban identity of the Spongy Mountain
becomes unique and distinctive, showcasing the
innovative features of the proposed living model
with a strong iconic impact for the city.

RECHANNELING
THE CITY

Banjir Kanal Barat

This concept reinforces a network of
water system that provides larger storage
capacity, better control of water flows and
more permeable surfaces. At the same time
it improves the water quality and waste
management capacity, therefore improves the
overall environmental quality and truly embeds
surface water system with urban fabric.

K. Baru

K

K. Banger

K. Semarang

K. Asin

k

Banjir Kanal Barat

Si
lan
da

K. Siangker

K.

K. Tambakharjo

K. Tugu Rejo

K. Tapak

K. Karang Anyar

K. Bringin

K. Randu Garut

K. Mangkang Wetan

K. Plumbon

K. Mangkang Kulon

The current mentality of dealing with water
management in Semarang is mostly based on
discharging the water as quickly as possible in

.T
en
gg
an
g

K. Babon

The current drainage system in Semarang has
been improved to secure the city from flooding,
however when severe rainfall occurs, it still
results in an exceed of drainage capacity.
Within the existing urban fabric of Semarang,
opportunities lie in (re)connecting the existing
streams and canals to the more fine grained
water network.

Banjir Kanal Tumur

The conceptual design aims at the improvement
of inner city urban water management,
creating additional capacity for the storage and
regulation of waterflow. It stores stormwater
locally and slowly discharges it after the storm,
which reduces pluvial and fluvial flood risk
downstream. This system promotes the local
handling of stormwater instead of moving the
water masses downstream. The upgrade of the
water infrastructure will improve the sanitary
conditions and enhance existing public spaces
as well as creating new ones. As an essential
component of a new resilient & healthy city it will
stimulate an urban repair process and provide
ground for new commercial and residential
development in the city center.

order to prevent flooding. This safeguards to a
large extent the city away from flooding damage,
but the potentials that can be obtained from
the availability of water, are lost. Therefore the
concept of rechanneling the city focuses not
only on flood prevention, but also utilizing the
opportunities to create a resilient network that
improves WASH services, boosts local economy
and empowers vulnerable communities. This
resilient network functions as water, public
space and social connections, which improves
the quality of life for the inhabitants.

K. Siringin

An improved resilient network

Banjir Kanal Timur

Summary

proposed belt channel
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Impact

Tools

Four primary services of this concept are (1)
reducing flash flood risk by reducing total
runoff and delaying runoff peak; (2) improve
water quality and (3) solid waste management
by introducing decentralized water and waste
treatment plants and waste mining technology.

In addition (4) more and better quality public
spaces are provided. In general, its co-benefits
include healthier living environment, boost on
local economy, improve social inclusiveness and
a more sustainable material cycle.

The system of a resilient network focuses on
delaying and storing stormwater before it ends
up in the main drainage canals, to relieve the
stress downstream.
In order to apply a coherent and applicable water
network, a series of integrated tools must be
applied.

PRIMARY SERVICES

Delaying rainwater and runoff before arriving
to the mainstreams by increasing permeable
surfaces and utilizing micro interventions for
retaing water.

FLASH FLOOD
RISK
REDUCTION

IMPROVE
WATER
QUALITY

Up to

Up to treatment of

21% runoff
reduction

1600 househods’
waste water

CO-BENIFITS

in whole SMR area
(by increasing the
retention area of the
urban fabric by 1%)

by inplementing
decentralised
wastewater treatment

PROVIDE
BETTER
PUBLIC
SPACE

by introducing a new
wastemanagemnet system
on neighborhood scale

Increase 72 ha of
quality public space
Increase 8.8 km
accessible urban
waterfront

+

HEALTHY
LIVING

SOCIOCULTURAL

MATERIAL &
WASTE FLOW

•
•

•

•

•
•

increase biodiversity
improve quality of
environment
provide slow mobility
system
less water-related
health risk

•
•
•
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IMPROVE
SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT

improve social
inclusiveness
resettlement of
‘informalities’
create strong
community / urban
identity
new jobs/economy are
created

•
•

Conveying rainwater and runoff through the
implementation of proper green and blue
infrastructure to redirect water away from stress
areas.
Storing rainwater and runoff by increasing
storage capacity in the existing channels
through the relocation of informalities.
Cleansing the water before arriving to main
drainage canal using decentralized wastewater
treatment systems that treat, dispose or reuse
wastewater from small communities.

DELAY

CONVEY

STORE

CLEANSE

reduced sanitation
related health impact
improve sustainable
material cycle
improve environmental
quality
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PILOT PROJECT

Peterongan Canal extension as
first step to a resilient network

drainage) system, it offers more time and space
to mitigate peak runoff which decreases the
threat of extreme rainfall to the neighborhoods.
This project provides high potential for the
improvement of overall drainage performance
locally, and decreases the stress for the
downstream area as well.

Rechanneling the city aims at improving the
‘water holding’ capacity within the urban fabric
of central Semarang city. By tracing the existing
and historical established network of canals,
we identify crucial waterways that connect
and enhance the existing water system. At the
same time, the potential areas identified provide
potential vacant land and public space along the
trajectory of the canals, which offer opportunities
to create multi-functional green and blue
infrastructure and provides ecological, social as
well as economic values.

At the same time, a series of water squares, parks
and public spaces are provided to improve the
quality of the urban environment. Social issues
like resettlement of market along the canals is
part of the sub programs of rechanneling the
city. Overall, these programs provide stronger
urban runoff management and at the same time
improve the environmental quality and tackle
urban/social challenges. For further elaboration
on the test location, Peterongan – Tegalsari is
subject to the comprehensive program ‘Building
with People’ which investigates a bottom up
appraoch to achieve an inclusive design process.
This program is in line with the concept of
Cascading Semarang, and will be a kick-start for
the implementation process of this pilot project.

The pilot project Peterongan – Tegalsari is
situated at the strategical connection between
two major discharge channels of Semarang
(East Banjir Kanal and Banjir Kanal Barat)
and is part of the ‘Belt Canal’ from the latest
drainage masterplan. By revitalizing the canal
and providing a finer network of water (or

2

1
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Peterongan Connector
Airport Connector
East Connector
Semarang canal Deviation
Tengah Connector

7
Old Wonderia Park

6

4
8
1

Junior high school 37

3

Peterongan Market

TBRS

Taman Kehati Candisari

JL. Sriwijaya

2

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

5
4

1
2
3
4
5

9

3

Polder system
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PILOT PROJECT
DEFINITION

Interventions
+ 879m³ storage
+ 8277m³ storage
runoff
volume

The project increases the storage capacity of the
existing water structure in the Peterongan and
Tegalsari neighborhood. It increases the total
amount of water retention capacity and at the
same time allows more time for the pumping
into the macro system. However it is important
to state that this project’s impact on water
system is part of a greater, integral solution and
the effectiveness won’t be significant without
connecting to larger system.
During high water levels in the main canals (e.g.
East and West canal) gates are closed to avoid
flooding of the cities from these canals. Pumping
stations are installed to remove water from the
city to the discharging canals. Widening of the
canals and finding additional storage locations
within the urban fabric increases the overall
sponginess of the neighborhood. The pumps
at the water lock will control the discharge the
water into the Banjir Kanal Timur.

excess amount of wate
r
needed to be managed

III
SMR’s maximu
m
drainage capacity

I
I

increased
drainage capacity

II

+ 8.4ha infiltration
+ 6840m³ storage

LEGEND
existing canals

II

+ 0.2ha infiltration
+ 250m³ storage

WATER DELAY FACILITIES
_roof/surface runoff
_rainwater
_excess water in streams

+ 800m³ storage

peak runoff
time delayed

V
belt
chan
nel

WATER LOCKS
_enable better control of waterflow

time

PUMPING STATION

The program is a key link of the belt channel
which deviates water between the two main
flooding channels. The current capacity of
the canal is not big enough to handle the
accumulated runoff reaching the downhill of
Semarang. Simulations show that rainfall with
the intensity of a 2 years return period event lead
to an excess of almost 40 cm in stretches of the
existing canal. By simultaneously increasing
the storage capacity of the urban fabric and
expanding the canals we are able to avoid

water exceeds storage by ca. 40 cm

III

ra

in
fa

ll

st

or
ag
e

IV

I

WATER STORAGE
_increase canal holding capacity
WATER CONVEYANCE
_water diversion canals

IV+ 0.6ha infiltration

proposed polder
Banjir Kanal Timur

prop
osed

+ 0,6ha infiltration
+ 800m³ storage

time

runoff
volume

IV

banjir kanal timur

Peterongan Canal extension as
first step to a resilient network

V

ing
fl ood

an overspill of water between Wonderia and
Peterongan. The program creates 13ha of public
green with a high infiltration rate reducing the
amount of runoff reaching the canal. The surplus
of runoff is facilitated through an expansion
of the existing water system. The redesigned
canal are able to carry about 25% more water.
This scheme is adaptive to various precipitation
intensities and doubles as linear public space in
dry periods.

storage capacity
increased through
canal expansion

delay capacity
increased
through
kampong
squares

delay capacity increased
through terraced park
Wonderia wetlands TBRS
watersquares

II
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DESIGN VISION
1
CANALFRONT

WETLAND PARK

2

The terraced park introduces a new landscape
typology to Semarang. Its derived from rice terraces
and fills them with intensive, lush vegetation. The
terraces are helping to slow down flash runoff and
help to delay the discharge through infiltration. It
could be programmed as a vertical botanical garden,
showcasing the rich flora of central Java.

STEPPING STONE

5

4

Rice terraces, Tegalalang, Bali

2

The wetland park is able to slow down the flow of
storm water and infiltrate it into the shallow aquifers.
It contributes a rich ecosystem for the cities ecological
infrastructure and provides multiple ecosystem
services such as water cleansing, habitats for the local
Flora and Fauna as well as the creation of lively public
space for events and cultural gatherings.

Minghu wetland park, Liupanshui, CN by Turenscape

3

The water square combines water storage with the
improvement of the quality of urban public space. The
water square can be understood as a twofold strategy.
It makes money invested in water storage facilities
visible and enjoyable. It also generates opportunities
to create environmental quality and identity to central
spaces in neighborhoods.

Watersquare Benthemplein, Rotterdam, NL by De Urbanisten

4 The stepping of the canal edges makes a gradual

inundation possible while still maintaining the
useability as public space in a dry state. It embraces
the canal as a recreative amenity and gives the city its
canals back. The regeneration of the canals offers good
development and business opportunities alongside an
attractive, public space and offers room for cultural
activities.

Chicago riverwalk, Chicago, USA by Chicago dep. of transportation

1

3

5 The stepping stones act as waste traps,
allowing a collection of solid waste. They function
as informal crossings over the canal in dry state.
They form a first barrier in a process of gradually
cleansing the canal, followed by basins of
filterplants like reed which further rid the water
of organic pollutants before the chemical toxins
are cleaned by the hubs

6
Cheonggyecheon stream , Seoul,KR by Seo Ahn Total landscape

6 The new kampung water squares form a new

centre for neighborhoods and provide a cool and airy
microclimate off from the polluted and loud streets.
They furthermore could be programmed as fish pond
water features for recreation.

TERRACED JUNGLE

WATER SQUARES

KAMPUNG SQUARE

Kampung watersquare
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LEVERAGE

HEALTHY LIVING
The program generates a great amount of public space in form of urban wetlands,
terraced gardens, green kampung squares and lush greenery along the canals. The
extensive new green space will be the habitat for a wide range of local flora and fauna. It
furthermore reduces the urban heat island effect by cooling down the surrounding area
through its canopy. The addition of plants and trees will improve the CO² conversion rate
and contribute to a better air quality in the area. It also serves a long term goal to establish
a network of safe pedestrian routes along the canals. This will increase the diversity and
quality of Semarang’s public space and recreational infrastructure that could be a driver
for tourism in the city. The Peterongan/Wonderia connector will create 12ha of open public
space, 6.75 km of pedestrian friendly road and 12 ha of green, shady canopy.
Improve open space network to provide healthier living environment

SOCIO-CULTURAL
The proposed project will be designed in close collaboration with the local communities
to promote cultural institutions and initiatives to raise the awareness for a healthy
water metabolism. The ‘Building with People’ baseline research showed that next to
water related problems, there is a extreme shortcoming of public space, where local
initiatives and cultural movements can take place. The project aims at the establishment
of equal public space that brings people together and offers a platform for public life
and recreation. Next to a lively waterfront alongside Sriwijaya street and the Peterongan
market we propose a sports programs for TBRS, a wetland park with amenities for events
and festivals in the former Wonderia waterpark and an educational botanical garden
connected with ecological camping.

Social network with public amenities where unities local community and improve inclusivity

MATERIAL FLOW
Waste and pollution is a big problem in Semarang. The project has the potential to
introduce new decentralized waste management on neighborhood level which can
be easily scaled and multiplied to other parts of the city. The system uses the water
conveyance to collect the solid waste through waste traps, which double as stepping
stones to cross the canal. The waste is cleaned, collected and sorted to be recycled. An
option would be to connect a small upcycle business to it, which generates products from
the mined resources. The water itself is purified by decentralized Hubs to drinking water
quality. Additionally a rain harvest program could be carried out for big public buildings
like schools in order to save precious water and to involve young generations into smart
water management.

Waste management and de-centralized water treatment network
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COST BENEFIT
ANALYSIS
RECHANNELING THE CITY

25.2 Million USD /
353.5 Billion IDR
Capacity increased up to 27%

72ha Public Space Gained
WATER CANAL BUSINESS AS USUAL

56ha of Permeable Surface

10.80 Million USD /
151.3 Billion IDR

8,8 Km of Urban Waterfront

152 ha - Limited Retention capacity

10 Km of Natural Waterfront

PRIMARY SERVICES

BENEFITS
Up to

FLASH
FLOOD RISK
REDUCTION

21% runoff reduction

in whole SMR area (by increasing
the retention area of the urban
fabric by 1%)

CO-BENEFITS
1. Reduce heat island effect through
water bodies
2. Increase biodiversity
3. Increase infiltration due to less land
subsidence

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Canals
2. Sub-conveyance system
3. Water squares
4. Ponds
5. New market building

COSTS

Pilot project area:
1.27 Million USD /
17.8 Billion IDR

investment on water infrastructure

IMPROVE
WATER
QUALITY

IMPROVE
SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Up to treatment of

1600 households’
waste water

by implementing decentralised
wastewater treatment

No solid waste

in the canal of the pilot project area by
implementing a new waste management
system on neighborhood scale

1. Increase biodiversity
2. Improve quality of environment
3. Less water-related health risk

1. Reduced sanitation issues improving
health of residents
2. Improve sustainable material cycle
3. Improve environmental quality

1. Genap UV Water Box
2. Decentralised Waste Water
Treatment System (DEWAT)

1.80 Million USD /
25.2 Billion IDR

investment on public space, resettlement
developments and new market place

Rechanneling the city
program:
1. Waste Traps

10.80 Million USD /
151.3 Billion IDR

investment on water infrastructure

PROVIDE
BETTER
PUBLIC SPACE

Increase 72

ha of quality public space
Increase 8.8 km accessible waterfront

1. Improve social inclusiveness
2. Resettlement of informalities
3. Create strong community and urban
identity
4. New jobs and economy created

1. Urban Park

14.42 Million USD /
202.2 Billion IDR

investment on public space, resettlement
developments and new market place
* This is a pre-feasibility study. Cost estimates are based on empirical values
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IMPLEMENTATION MODEL
AND BANKABILITY
Enabling environment
Necessary conditions to enable the sustainable
financing of this infrastructure operation are:
1) the implementation of a monitoring system to
collect the necessary information to build the
development, water security and climate rational
of this large infrastructure investment,
2) historic performance baseline gathered
through the monitoring system may allow
the engagement of the private sector in the
management and operation of this infrastructure.

Key implementation actors and
required steps

Implementation and financing
strategy

1. Kota Semarang and Agency of public works
need to draft a canal revitalization program
that maps out potential canals that have critical
position in the water network

The suggested implementation and financing
strategy for this concept is the following:
1) Funding: public investments unless energy
generation is possible which creates a significant
flow of revenues.
2) Derisking: if private participation is wanted,
then probably guarantees to cover country risks
or their important risks should be offered by
MDB’s
3) Private sector participation: even in the case
of public investments it could be wise to use
performance based contracts for the Operation

COMMUNITY GROUPS
2. Leaders of Kelurahan need to take
ownership of revitalizing canals within the own
administrative boundaries.
RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS
3. In the case of the canal regeneration in
Peterongan, the local market acts as an
important stakeholder due to the occupation
of both canal edges by market vendors. These
relevant partners need to be involved in the
decision making process during the planning
phase. Consequently they need to be activated as
key actors for the plan implementation. Thus it is
crucial to facilitate their needs and benefits.

Project
Preparation

Rechanneling
the city
STRATEGIC BUSINESS CASE
Solution impact vs BAU (business as usual)
Paradigm shifting potential (solution vs problem)
Strategic Fit: alignment with government priorities

ECONOMIC BUSINESS CASE
Benefits versus Costs
Job production potencial (activity size)

FINANCIAL BUSINESS CASE
Affordability of the Solution
Funding available and/or secured
Effect Municipality tax base/real estate development
Government buy in

++++
++++
+++++
++++
++++
++
needs further research

++++
+++++

1 y e ar

2019

3 ye a r s
st
1
phase

2020

Feasibility Studies
_Drainage system study: researching on most
efficient connections for a water network to
improve the performance
_Development of historic baseline
_Kick-off projects: water squares, green
conveyance channel, market resettlement

9 ye a r s
rd

needs further research

+++
+
++++
++
needs discussion with authority

MANAGEMENT BUSINESS CASE
Capacity of public agency to procure succesfully
Monitoring systems considered
Risk profile
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_Implementation of first channel (government
funding and supervision of execution), along with
other interventions that generate community
involvement and enthousiasm: Water squares,
market resettlement, etc.
_Setting up of monitoring system

2023

COMMERCIAL BUSINESS CASE
Private sector interest in implementing the plan
Revenue generating potencial
Dependence on regulation (commercial activity)
Implementation Risks - Technical (readiness level)
ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) Risks
Quality of procurement strategy

and Management/Maintenance of reservoirs and
channels, to ensure sustained operation and
service delivery
4)Financing: in case of the project being funded
by public budgets, then finance could be raised
through the issuing of municipal (green) bonds;
in case private finance is possible then the model
would be project finance (PPP).
5)Technical assistance grants for project
preparation could help to raise the quality and
bankability of the project and could be requested
to financers such as AIIB and GCF.

_Implementation of
2nd and 3rd channel
section; if possible using
delegated management
models.

3
phase

5 ye a r s

_Implementation of the
last channel section

nd

2
phase

2028

needs further research

++++
++

2037
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SOCIAL ECONOMIC
BASELINE STUDY
Social-economic baseline study
conducted by Building with People
program
In order to better understand local conditions and
the possibility of implementing this concept, The
Cascading Semarang team joined forces with a
complementary program ‘Building with People’
to conduct a social economic baseline study for
Peterongan market area as a test location. (for
the full social economic baseline study report
please refer to the appendix)

The canals have steep, hard edges. They are
designed to transport water speedily away. In
a few places shops face onto the waterside but
in many places, shops and residences turn their
back to the water.

The area is filled with informal, semi-formal and
formal street vendors, markets and stalls. These
vary greatly in built quality. They contribute
hugely to the liveliness of the communities and
generate footfall that is essential for creating
activated public spaces. However they do not
have a strong relationship with the existing
open spaces and, as mentioned, often turn their
backs to the waterways. These commercial
activities are also massive contributor to the
waste generation in the area. At the same time
many of the structures and buildings are poorly
constructed. We can look for synergies that
link waste to building materials to structural
improvements. We can perhaps utilize roof
spaces for energy generation and water
collection. We can utilize the energy of markets
and the community spirit to reenergize the open
spaces.
In the recently constructed market hall we can
also see opportunities to introduce elements that
can be beneficial to the community. There is a
large and well constructed roof. Perhaps solar
energy can be generated, water collected and
purified for use in the market and / or to sell at
distribution points.

In the absence of proper drainage and waste
water systems, people discharge and dump into
the waterways. Rather than being the lifeblood of
the environment and community (as waterways
should be) the canals are diseased, polluted,
neglected, dangerous. A dirty place no-one owns
is not respected and is prone to the abuse we see
here.

Local energy and water generation is a key part
of creating cleaner, healthier communities. Clean
energy can reduce the need for diesel based
power (dirty emissions, spills and ground / water
contamination). Clean energy can become a
source of supplementary income for large roof
owners. Device charging stations can be created,
local lighting powered etc.

So how can we address these challenges and
make the waterways valued and valuable places?

By harvesting and cleaning rainwater to produce
drinking water, it is possible to provide people
with better quality water and also to vastly
reduce bottle water demand and thus bottle
waste / pollution.

The social economic baseline has identified the
following points as key challenges:
Waste Management
Sanitation and drinking water
Quality and Safety of Public Spaces
Proportion of income required for food and
education
At the same time there is a desire to find ways to
stimulate the local economy, provide employment
opportunities and support local education. So
we need to be creative in considering holistic
solutions that embrace the challenges to become
opportunities.

For many of the roadside businesses, they rely
on passing trade and it is logical that they open
up to face the street rather than the waterside.
However there are also many food outlets, places
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to eat, who do not rely on the same amount of
street-side interaction, and who may even benefit
from a waterside setting.

of great importance for nature but also for the
physical and mental well-being of citizens. In
dense urban areas, heat islands quickly develop
and open spaces provide sanctuaries where
people can ‘escape’ and find cooler shade,
relaxing green and space to get away from the
intensity of urban life.
When we neglect these spaces we are missing
out on many opportunities and as mentioned
previously, we allow spaces to fall into neglect
and become abused as no one values or takes
ownership.
Creating community focus points along the
watersides can help to active them and make
people aware of their importance, part of their
ownership and engaged in ensuring that they
become and remain valuable community assets.
People have real concerns about the cost of living
and the cost and quality of food in particular.
At the same time, the waterways that once
supported eco- and agri-systems, are now
contaminated and unproductive.
Finding ways to prevent their ongoing pollution
and restore them to become valuable habitats,
recreational spaces and perhaps even food
producing spaces, can be developed as part of
community building.
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It is also planned to have a “belt canal” between
the gravity drainage system and the polder
system. The pilot project researched, Peterongan
market that connects Banjir Kanal Timur (BKT) to
Banjir Kanal Barat (BKB) along JI. Sriwijaya, is
part of that belt canal that will result in increased
storage capacity.
The other proposed test sites are located within
the polder system contributing as connectors
between the large rivers, BKT and BKB, and
secondary canals. The test sites also act as long
storage in the selected area.
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JALAN SRIWIJAYA
WEST
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A polder system will be implemented on the
northern area of Semarang, according to the
drainage Master Plan (MP), where only the big
rivers are open to drain into the sea and dikes will
be constructed along them. The internal water
management system will be operated by means
of retention and pumping stations.
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NEW URBAN PUBLIC
REALM
A space for everyone
This project targets the transformation of the
neighborhood into an inclusive and enhanced
urban realm. Peterongan – Tegalsari area is
regenerated with an embedded resilient network
that provide resilience and quality to the city
The main regenerated canal is opened up
again to the adjacent neighborhood allowing
people to reconnect with the water again.
Redesigned system of public spaces make sure
the waterfront is well accessible and with high
quality. The intervention also provides more room
for the green hence providing biodiversity for the
city.
This canal acts as a connector of the community
through an inclusive development process.
It offers space for local economy, social
interactions and raises the general awareness
of the importance of water within Semarang. In
this way, it also reshape the identity of the city of
Semarang.
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FEEDING
THE INDUSTRY
Shifting paradigm of water supply
for industries
Currently most of the industry’s water
consumption is obtained from the confined
aquifer. This is one of the main causes of land
subsidence in Semarang. This land subsidence
enhances the flood risk from pluvial and marine
flooding. The rate of land subsidence is already
significantly higher than sea level rise, this could
create more certain, extreme and widespread
damages to – public and private- infrastructures
than“uncertain” extreme events. Main goal of
this concept is to shift the water consumption
paradigm in Semarang, which will benefit both
the city and its citizens and private industries.
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Creating a large scale reservoir utilizing the
existing effort of city’s sea wall plan and medium
scale reservoirs along drainage channels to
capture water for industrial use as an alternative
source for water supply.
This will reduce or stop all together the
groundwater extraction from the confined
aquifers and thereby reduce land subsidence.

Current situation: Groundwater extraction by
the industries resulting in land subsidence

After the concept implementation: Industries
are supplied with surface water, land
subsidence rate slows down
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PILOT PROJECTS
DEFINITION

Impact
The primary services of this project is to (1)
secure the water supply for industries. In this
way, it also reduces groundwater extraction there
(2) reduce land subsidence rate. This will prevent
future city’s vulnerability towards flooding and
reduce local industries’ dependence on external
water supply. It increases land availability for

future development. It also enables an attractive
environment for sustainable industrial and
economic growth. At the same time, (3) the
flood risk is mitigated with new retention area
providing large capacity of capturing excessive
runoff.

In the west part of Semarang, main industrial
area such as Wijaya Kusuma, Tambak Aji and
Candi are facing the challenge of sinking ground
and rising tides. At the same time, the coastal
plain commercial activity including industry is
expanding quickly. Reliable water supply form
the beginning can reduce the incentive of the
companies to drill their own groundwater wells to
provide water. For industries here, there is a sense
of urgency of changing the way how the water
is consumed. For example, Wijaya Kusuma has
already initiated development of its own water
supply system. Hence there lies large potential
of implementing alternative water supply
mechanism here.

PRIMARY SERVICES

A large scale reservoir near the coast is capable
of capturing water from the basin in one facility.
Potential treads might occur due to salinisation
from salt intrusion and poor water quality due
to pollution entering the reservoir through the
rivers.

SECURE
WATER
PROVISION

DECREASE
LAND SUBSIDENCE
RATE

•

•

CO-BENIFITS

•
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•
•

Supply 100% of
currently estimated
water consumption of
the industry
Reduce the fluctuation
of water availability

Enable attractive
environment for
industrial growth
Reduction of
dependence on
external water supply

•

FLOOD RISK
REDUCTION
•

Increase ground water
level in the downstream
area
Long term reduction of the
land subsidence

•

+
•
•
•

Reduction of water
related health impact
Reduction of material
destruction for private
activities
Opportunities to boost
additional industries
like aquaculture

•
•
•

Peak discharge
reduces around
20% due to water
retention
No increase of
groundwater
abstraction induced
land subsidence

A large scale reservoir at the end of the
catchment will however not reduce flooding in
the coastal areas.
Multiple smaller upstream reservoirs nad
conveyance canals require another planning
and implementation strategy. The advantage
is that the reservoirs can store the water and
thereby reduce potential downstream flooding.
The potential volume of water to be captured is
however smaller then when the water is captured
at the lower end of the catchment.
Both a largescale reservoir and multiple canals
can comply with the current masterplan. The
preferred solution needed to be further discussed
with the main stakeholders.
The two strategies proposed are tested
in indicative locations on the west area of
Semarang. Such strategies are not site specific,
and can also be adopted in the East side.

WIJAYA KUSUMA
INDUSTRIAL AREA

CANDI
INDUSTRIAL AREA

Reduction of
vulnerability to
flooding
Reduction of damage
for households
Increase the land
availability
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SHIFT WATER
SUPPLY PARADIGM
Multi-functional infrastructure
It is a big challenge to create an alternative water
supply infrastructure to facilitate the demand of
industries at such scale in Semarang. The large
investment will aim at multi-benefits that it can
bring to the city, to the long-term sustainable
development and the benefit to the environment.
Therefore we believe an adaption to the cities
current and planned big scale infrastructural
programs alongside an introduction of new
functional layers will enhance the value of
the current design. The strategy aims at the
transformation of single purpose infrastructure
projects into multi layered approaches supplying
the industry with water whilst mitigating floods
and create an ecological zone.
The planned harbor toll road will be constructed
as dike to protect the city, and at the same time
form a retention area in the west part to capture

and store runoff. The retention basin will also
function as a habitat for local flora/ fauna and
purify the water through a natural filter process.
The dike should also be designed in a way that
protects the habitat for mangroves and other
local species. The presently planned toll road
to Jakarta can be transformed into a green
infrastructure which captures the uphill runoff
and either conveys it directly to industries with
low water quality requirements or collects it
in the retention basin where it can be purified
centrally. The clean water can then be tapped
by industries with high or drinking water quality
requirements. With an appropriate design the
infrastructure can additionally function as an
eco- corridor supporting the migration routes of
native species and thus creating extra benefit for
the environment.

Segment 1
Segment 2

SEAWALL + T
OLL
ROA
D

SEAWALL + T
OLL
ROA
D
Segment 3

Segment 4

TOLL ROAD + CONVEYANCE CHANNEL

FROM WEST TO EAST
Feeding the industry programs aims at transforming ongoing singlepurpose infrastructure projects, like the planned harbor toll road, to
infrastructure with water capturing and storage functions. Such a
large investment will have to aim at multi-benefits that it can bring
long-term sustainable developments to the city. This program creates
win-win situation for both public and private sectors, by transforming
grey infrastructure to multi-functional green infrastructure. The
strategies, tested on th west industrial areas of Semarang, are suitable
to be implemented all around the city, following ongoing projects and
specific needs,

WEST SEMARANG WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

1
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2

This proposal was built within the framework of the West Semarang
water supply project managed by PDAM, which aims to provide water
supply to 60.000 households and industry in the west area of the city.The
strategy it’s formulated as complementary to the program, empowering
ongoing initiatives with additional value and improved, long-term
oriented performances.
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CONCEPT 2: WATER SYSTEM DIAGRAM

CONCEPT 2:
DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION OF THE
CONVEYANCE CANAL

CONCEPT 2: WATER INFRASTRUCTURE - TEST SITE

CONCEPT 2: COBENEFITS - TEST SITE

Conveyance Canal
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Naturalized Canal /
Spongy park

Peak Storage /
Overflow Basins

Natural Purification

Increased
living quality

New public space

By building the canal next to the tool road, a new series of
opportunities arises: green infrastructure, improvement
of existing urban fabric, but also enhancement of current
industrial development to increase performance and
revenues. The Tambakaji industrial site is used here as an
example, for a strategy that could be implemented also in
other areas within the municipal boundaries.

Protected
Biodiversity

Increased productivity /
Reduced environmental impact
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LEVERAGE THE
INFRASTRUCTURE
Risk and potential
The urgency to reduce land subsidence is not
yet felt by all stakeholders and groundwater
abstraction is short-term cost effective
preventing switching to alternative sources. Once
this alternative water source for the industry
is supplied, unsustainable groundwater usage
should be prohibited and enforced.

additional surface water resources and a lower
future probability of groundwater depletion and
temporary water shortages. By demonstrating
the additional amount of water available for
industries and ensuring them a share of water
resources in the future, they can be motivated to
partly pay for the investment in the reservoir.

The operator of the reservoir can be a public
authority like Public Works Agency or by a private
entity. A ban on unsustainable groundwater
abstraction will require strong regulation and
enforcement by the local authority.

If industries do not want to contribute to the
upfront investment in the reservoir, agreements
can be made between industries and the
municipality on future surface water provision
at a certain price, which can be used to pay
back loans that have been taken out for the
construction of the reservoir. This requires
agreements that the industries will use this
surface water in the future and strict regulations
on limiting the use of groundwater instead of
using this additional surface water.

The construction of a reservoir is aligned with the
city’s program of proposing a toll road and sea
wall. It also can be integrated with the national
coastal protection programs. The reservoirs can
be combined with the retaining ponds in the
stormwater masterplan.
Based on the unsustainable groundwater use
by industries, this will result in a shortage
of groundwater of sufficient quality due to
salinization. At some point in the future, public
and private actors have a rationale to invest in

Public/private value of decreased subsidence:
a reduction in expected damages to public and
private infrastructure due to the investment
in the concept can justify a blended finance
approach to investing in the reservoir.

Leverage of this concept is to create different
layers of added value for infrastructure
projects. It shifts the ideas of single purpose
grey infrastructure to multi-functional green
infrastructure which serves the human activity as
well as providing habitat for biodiversity. Dikes,
highway and retention ponds here also provide
ecological values and natural habitat.

A sea wall protects the coast from extreme
sea conditions
The Houtrib dike between Lelystad and Enkhuizen, NL

A wetland park will filter the water and
provide space for the rehabilitation of the
local ecosystem
Hong Kong wetland park, CN

A ecological corridor under the highway
Eco-link in Terengganu, MY
wetland park
aqua farming

A conveyance channel that capture water
alongside the infrastructure (highway)

new industrial reservoir

beaches

Sea wall with toll road
filter ponds

BEFORE
Extensive groundwater extraction by the
industry causes land subsidience.
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AFTER
Industries use surface water from the new reservoirs
instead of groundwater. The reservoirs will create
additional economic and environmental benefits.
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COST BENEFIT
ANALYSIS
FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
63 MILLION USD
882 billion IDR

Steady water provision
Increase ground water level

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Water distribution and
treatment plant

WATER EXTRACTION COSTS

2 SqKm Retention Area

Unsteady water provision

Ecological zones and
Aquaculture

Long term aquifer depletion and
effect on land subsidence

PRIMARY SERVICES

SECURE
WATER
PROVISION

BENEFITS

Up to

100% stable water supply

to intervened industrial area with
current estimated water consumption

CO-BENEFITS

1. Enable attractive environment for
industrial growth
2. Reduction of dependence on
external water supply

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

Water Quality:

Water treatment plant
Water treatment facility

COSTS

Water treatment plant:
2.28 Million USD /
32.9 Billion IDR

based on a 50 litre/sec facility

DECREASE
LAND
SUBSIDENCE
RATE

Increase ground water level in
downstream area
Long term reduction of the land
subsidence

1. Reduction of water related health
impact
2. Reduction of material destruction for
private activities
3. Opportunities to boost additional
industries like aquaculture

Water Storage:

Water retention facility
Small scale water reservoir
Seawall Reservoir
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Up to

20% peak runoff discharge
due to increased water retention

1. Reduction of vulnerability to
flooding
2. Reduction of damage for
households
3. Increase land availability

59.9 Million USD /
840 Billion IDR

based on a 2 km2 retention pond with 3 meters
depth

Water Distribution network:
FLOOD
RISK
REDUCTION

Water retention pond:

Piping
Small scale canals
Conveyance canal

Water transportation :
1.3 Million USD /
18.7 Billion IDR

based on 13.8 km HDPE pipes with Dia 300mm
* This is a pre-feasibility study.
Cost estimates are based on empirical values
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IMPLEMENTATION MODEL
AND BANKABILITY
Enabling environment
Necessary elements for a successful delivery of
the project are:
- Water tariffs for industrial use that are costreflective
- Revision of current regulations and other
institutional elements to create the incentives
for industries to use superficial water instead
of groundwater; and that therefore create a
sustainable demand of water from the industry
In case that a bulk water contract is closed with
the utility for a price per m3 that pays back the
investment; then these risks related to demand
and market, would be a challenge for the utility
and not the project developer.

Key implementation actors and
required steps

Implementation and financing
strategy

PUBLIC SECTORS
1. Bappeda needs to take in charge of developing
medium and long-term industrial development
plan- which projections will help define the
demand and therefore commercial and financial
feasibility of the investment; and define a
procurement strategy for this investment
2. PDAM needs to take in charge of drafting new
water supply plan
3. ESDM needs to monitor ground water
extraction and enforce regulations on
groundwater extraction

The financing and implementation strategy
proposed for these investments are:
1) Funding: combination of public and private
finance, in other words taxes could cover the
Viability Gap Funding and Tariffs paid by the
Industries directly, or by PDMA through a bulk
water contract could cover the rest
2) Private sector participation could be
stimulated through the use of PerformanceBased contracts of certain infrastructure assets;
and/or even concessions

PRIVATE SECTOR
Project developers experienced with
construction, O&M of reservoirs could be
interested in taking the project further.

Project
Preparation

Feeding the
industry
Solution impact vs BAU (business as usual)
Paradigm shifting potential (solution vs problem)
Strategic Fit: alignment with government priorities

ECONOMIC BUSINESS CASE
Benefits versus Costs
Job production potencial (activity size)

FINANCIAL BUSINESS CASE
Affordability of the Solution
Funding available and/or secured
Effect Municipality tax base/real estate development
Government buy in
Private sector interest in implementing the plan
Revenue generating potencial
Dependence on regulation (commercial activity)
Implementation Risks - Technical (readiness level)
ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) Risks
Quality of procurement strategy

2019

++++
needs further research

++++
++++
++++
+++++
++++
++++
needs further research
needs discussion with authority

MANAGEMENT BUSINESS CASE
Capacity of public agency to procure succesfully
Monitoring systems considered
Risk profile

1
phase

++++
+++++
++++
++++
+++

ye a
3-8 st rs

2020

Feasibility Studies
_Cost-benefit study on alternative industrial water
supply; and/ or negotiations with PDAM on the
possibility of a bulk water contract
_Further estimation of reservoir project cash and risk
profile, including ESG risks
_Aligning with current infrastructure investment
projects in the area

_Water retention projects
Water retention ponds need to be build and enough
neighborhoods need to be developed according to
the Spongy Mountains concept
_Monitoring system is installed to estimate water
flows that could flow into the reservoir

2023

_Reservoir designed
further based on
monitored flows and
expected required/
desired capacity.
_Permits are requested
and construction starts

1
8 -1

1t

o . .. y e a r
rd

3
phase

ye a r s
nd

2
phase

s

COMMERCIAL BUSINESS CASE

1 y e ar

1

STRATEGIC BUSINESS CASE
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3) Financing; could be either through the issuance
of municipal (green) bonds and/or Project finance
(in the case of a private investment)
4) Use of a mixed PPP: paid back by availability
fees (to cover the public services and social
impacts) and tariffs (paid by the industry or the
utility for water supply).
5) Technical assistance grants from MDB’s could
assist in the further preparation of the project,
including the specification of the risk and cash
profiles.

_Reservoir is in
function and enough
water flows from ponds
in urban tissue
_Start of bulk water
contract with utility.

2028

needs further research

++++
++

2039
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FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
HABITAT FOR ALL
Water supply infrastructure as
eco-habitat
The retention pond which supply water for the
adjacent industries also function as a habitat for
local fauna and flora. The dike is engineered in
a way that acts as both a green infrastructure
and a toll road that connects Semarang to
surrounding cities.
On the northern side of the dike, a potential
eco zone caters for retaining water runoff. The
water collects in a basin and is treated through
a treatment plant as well through natural
processes by the use of helophytes, promoting
plant growth and aqua culture. Eventually this
basin transforms into an ecological preservation
area with minimum human activity.
This man-made infrastructure is specifically
designed in a way to protect the coastal areas
from sea level rise where it is driven by natural
processes. Mangroves towards the sea side
aid in this process and in the protection. The
mangroves also act as a hub for biodiversity
promoting breeding ground for fish and shelter
for various fauna and flora.
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The Building with People project, as part of the
wider Cascading Semarang assignment, has the
primary objective of identifying the most
vulnerable groups in society and engaging them
in a constructive and beneficial way so that they
can become part of the necessary changes that
may be implemented to secure a more robust and
resilient future for Semarang.
Properly engaging with such groups can be
challenging; finding the correct mechanisms to
make people paid-up positive contributors to
their own, and their cities future for example.
This might mean looking for ways to formalize
and legalise land-use and occupation based on
mutual commitments to accept, implement and
support positive change. Around the world there
are, for example, various examples of land tenure
being awarded in return for reconfiguration of
an area and the commitment to tax payments
in return for service, environment and amenity
improvements. Similarly there are also cases of
community involvement being directly related to
tackling core challenges with projects resulting
in financial benefits for communities. When
considering such mechanisms it is essential to
engage directly with the local communities in
order to obtain information about community
livelihoods from the source, identify fears and
aspirations, and identify important cultural
aspects. Ideas generated and routes explored
are discussed with the community, to ensure
that these communities become involved and
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MICR
O-INT
ERVEN
KUIP
ERCO
MPAG TIONS
NONS

OUTCOME

The main goal of this concept is not to invent
new micro-interventions, but to work together
with local communities to identify opportunities
to improve existing initiatives and bring synergy
among existing effort. Therefore, Cascading
Semarang project joins forces with the
complementary project ‘Building with People’ to
create a coalition in order to work locally with
and for communities in Semarang.

CASC
ADIN
G SEM
ARAN
STEP
G
S TO
INCLU
SIVE
GROW

OUTPUT

Understanding and creating
integrated opportunities with and
for communities

IMPACT

MICROINTERVENTIONS
Improved livelihoods for vulnerable groups

Improved (change of) implementation
WaL Cascading Semarang project

WaL Cascading Semarng
project with a stronger inclusive
component and transparant data

Competitive advantage
for the NL infra sector

NL inclusivity manual/improved
learning on how inclusive urban
development is done

Execution of the Building with People in the Cascading Semarang project

can influence their own future. Only when such
a basis for discussion, design and planning is
formed, is it possible to develop convincing,
realistic and achievable / implementable
solutions. When this is done well it is to the
benefit of all involved.
When we are working in the poorest and
most vulnerable communities, financing the
implementation of projects can be a real
challenge. It is therefore essential that proposals
are well-thought out and holistic so that maximum
benefits can be achieved from each intervention;
every intervention should have a clear focus to
resolve a specific challenge but also contribute to
improving several other challenges.
It is also vital that grass-roots and bottom-up
interventions are developed that allow people
to partake in the design and implementation
process so that the obstacles for realising
improvements have a low threshold and so
that benefits are less likely to be limited to the
communities who are fortunate enough to recieve
specific funding or project focus.
(Full information please refer to the Building with
People report in appendix).

Establishing the
principles

what are teh criteria by which
possible options and solutions can be
measured fro appropriateness for the
community, offering best-value and
teh highest potential?

Understanding the
context

what are the key characteristics that
will inform the possible solutions that
we put forward?

Challenges and
Opportunities

what are the key challenges&
opportunities that will inform the possible
solutions that we put forward? what are
the possible implementation strategies
and potential business cases to be made?

(Linked to techniques,
technologies & strategies)

Next steps / Pilot projects

what would be the best locations to
showcase techniques, technologies
and strategies? what would be
needed to kick-start these? who
might be approached?
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BUILDING WITH
PEOPLE
Building with People is a coalition of six infrastructure developing companies supplemented by NGOs
and social enterprises that intends to be a leading example of how human settlements can be made
more inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. Building with People develops tools, methodologies and
best practices in pilot projects.
The Building with People consortium strives to add value on both financial and societal impact.
•
Strengthening the competitive advantage of the Dutch infrastructure sector. By
developing and showcasing the knowledge and experience of the Dutch private sector, the companies
will develop a strong position as global leaders in offering solutions for inclusive development.
•
Contributing to SDG 11; making cities inclusive safe resilient and sustainable. By working
with an inclusive urban development approach, significant ‘public good’ is created while doing
business as usual.
•
Developing a joint profile and positioning on inclusive development. A standardized
Dutch approach to infrastructure projects. This should in the long-term help to win more projects (and
thus revenue) for the participating companies, whilst at the same time making a positive impact in
these projects by applying the available knowledge and solutions on inclusive development. When the
Dutch government provides funding for infrastructure trajectories, criteria on inclusivity/participatory
decision-making urban should be set.

Introduction to the BWP team
•

Witteveen + Bos; lead in implementation of the SIA tool.

•

KuiperCompagnons; Responsible for strategic design and planning in relation to community
based planning. Interpretation of dialogue into possible planning and design solutions.

•

Sweco; lead in preparation and coordination of the local workshop and support inclusive 		
design process

•

Fugro: Lead the process around the data gathering platform.

•

Deltares: Contribution to the SIA process also to facilitate cross pollination to the other Water
as Leverage consortium in Semarang

•

MVO NL; overall coordination/ coordinator of the Building with People coalition

•
Integrating international with local. Inclusive urban developed requires a certain
humbleness of international players in the local setting. Ultimately in order for inclusiveness to be
sustainable it needs to be embraced by-, and embedded in, the local setting.
•
Connecting methodological skills to technical knowledge. Participatory decisionmaking and inclusive solutions should not be seen as side-line projects, but integrated into the core
technical solutions.
•
Facilitating smart inter-agency collaboration by sharing and visualizing this knowledge
in design, (pre)planning, engineering and construction phase, the initiative will be able to reduce risk
significantly, and therefore reduce costs drastically.
•
Trusted partnership with knowledge partners The strength of Building with People is
a solid private sector network supplemented with seasoned knowledge partners in a core role, who
work together in an honest and trusted manner to design and implement state of the art prototypes.
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BUILDING WITH
PEOPLE
Develop micro-interventions with
and for the communities
Sustainability, circularity and green technology
are ‘hot-words’ when it comes to urbanism and
planning, however often the techniques and
products are not linked together in an integrated
strategy, particularly in the case of the poorest
communities. The challenge is therefore to link
existing challenges, to available technologies,
funding and techniques to create a solid vision
from which communities can grow.

At the same time education can support the
development of skills so that local people become
skilled in installation, operation and maintenance
of the products and systems that are developed.
We aim to develop an all-round vision that
offers an improved way of life with opportunities
for personal, professional, social and
environmental development and improvement.
However in order to be efficient and effective we
need to enage with, inspire and empower local
communities to be the owners and drivers of
change.

When we link products and techniques with
specific challenges and develop plans that show
what systems work best for the people who need
them; how these systems and products can be
applied, then they can become part of sustainable
business models for communities.
Whilst waste management is a major challenge
and in the poorest communities in particular,
there are many opportunities for recycling and
reuse of many materials and when done well,
this can be achieved as part of local enterprise
stimulating, education and environmental
improvement programs.

There are many possibilities for this. In this
chapter we explore three:
A. Integrated hubs for energy, food, waste
managment, water and somminty activities
B. Making space at the heart of a kampung area
C. A community led canal park with open space
enhancement and business opportunities

Possibility A: an integrated
hub for energy, food, waste
management, water and
community activities

HYDROPONICS
RAINWATER
HARVESTING

AQUAPONICS
BIOPORES

The concept of creating integrated hubs is that
in doing so we can tackle many challenges from
waste problems, access to water, reliable clean
energy etc whilst creating many opportunities
for environmental and health improvements and
economic and educational opportunities.

URBAN FARMING

Such hubs can take on many different formats to
suit the needs, requirements and characteristics
of individual locations. And when many
challenges are tackled in a holistic way and at an
integrated station, the investment payback time
can be greatly reduced.
Ownership, construction, financing and
opperation of hubs can take on many forms from
business, to community to governmental. This
again will be partly determined by local factors.

HYDROPONICS

RAINWATER
HARVESTING

AQUAPONICS

This chapter has already briefly introduced some
of the possibilities that might be integrated
into hubs from ways to build using upcycling of
materials, to ways to generate energy, manage
waste, create drinking water etc. Each of these
can have multiple benefits. For example if we
build with waste then not only do we clean up
streets, open spaces and water ways, but we also
create jobs for people to collect and process this,

we reduce our costs for dredging and cleaning
water ways, we reduce costs for governments
to collect, transport and deal with waste and we
also create higher quality buidling materials that
can be sold for income and also used to improve
the quality of buildings thus reducing peoples
energy costs associated with airco for example.
If we create better roofs through use of,
for example, solar panels, then we create
opportunities to colect cleaner rainwater that
in turn can be used to improve sanitation or
that can even be purified using UV techniques
and become a sellable commodity. We can thus
create business opportunities for people to
become water sellers or allow people to produce
their own drinking water, or water for irrigation
etc. This can reduce costs for importing and
buying water, for governments to provide high
quality piped water supply etc. It can also greatly
reduce bottled water and water bottle pollution
and can help to relieve pressures of ground water
extractions.
So integrated hubs can help to reduce existing
costs (financial and environmental) whilst also
creating new financial opportunities.

BIOPORES
URBAN FARMING
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Possibility B: Making space at the
heart of a kampung area

This illustration shows a developed concept
for an Integrated Waste Management, Energy
Production, Water Supply and Food Production
Station, at which rainwater is harvested whilst
at the same time the stations become economic
hubs at the heart of a community, giving people
better access to water, energy and resources. In
this concept we tackle many challenges through a
combined approach making efficient use of land
to respond to problems of waste disposal, energy
supply, clean water supply and access to healthy
fresh foods.

One of the biggest challenges in dense urban
areas that are informal or semi-formal in
character, is finding and / or creating space for
interventions for urban upgrading; upgrading
of services, utilities or even upgrading of public
realm, open spaces and streets.
Often residents are extremely nervous when
discussions about potential ‘regeneration’ or
area ‘reconfiguration’ are mentioned. In part
this is influenced by practices that people are
aware of whereby urban areas are uprooted and
populations relocated and redistributed. Poorly
executed urban renewal projects have resulted
in the fragmentation of communities and a loss
of social cohesion. People are often insecure as
land-rights and property ownerships are unclear
or non-existent. An additional factor is that in
many informal urban areas, people are used to
low-rise dwellings and multi-storey buildings are
viewed with scepticism and displeasure.

1

3

13

2
4

14
11

9
8
10

It is therefore essential that urban densification
strategies are developed with and for the
people who currently live in an area whlst
also considering how areas may be able to
accomodate additional residents and businesses
for the benefit of the communities as a whole.

5
6

7

Densification and local-relocation processes
require a multi-stakeholder approach. Landlords,

residents, local governments, businesses all need
to be part. For each stakeholder there may be
different benefits and opportunities.
One benefit for residents and local governments
is that semi-formal and illegal occupation can
be formalised and people brought into a system
whereby the security of tenure can be offered
as part of the overal strategy. When people have
security in their status, then they are more likely
to partake in upgrading projects and become
part of the solution. Formalisation also brings
opportunities for taxation and payments for other
services and utilities that will be provided as part
of the upgrading process.
Local governments and private developers
need to work closely. There is likely to be a mix
of open-market development and governmentdevelopments with a mix of social, affordable and
free-market housing and commercial spaces. So
governments may raise revenues from land sales,
developers may be able to contribute to streets
and services upgrading, space can be created for
civic amentities and existing and new businesses
gain new opportunities to serve expanded and
more diverse populations.
However all of this needs to be discussed and
developed through a collaborative process.

12

In this example, the localised
densification results in a central open
space that can accomodate a range
of civic amenities and valuable open
space surrounded by commerical and
residential units.
The centrally located building could
be a n integrated food, water, energy
and community facility that acts
as a showcase for upcycling and
sustainability .

(*This is a product developed by Building with People)

1. Solar Panel Roof
2. (rain-) water harvesting and storage tanks
3. Speedy organic waste composting compartments
4. ‘ Solar Still ’ water desalinators (using pumped ground
water)
5. Polytunnel food growing areas (using compost from
the recycling centre)
6. Covered / shaded food growing area
7. ‘ Soldis ’ bottled water purifcation

8. Basic concrete structure of main building
9. Plastic bottle louvre windows
10. Tyre walls
11. Waste collector tricycle
12. Vegetable plot (using compost from the recycling
centre)
13. Solar Charing Lockers
14. Shady waiting area with seats from used tyres
(*Ilustration and concept developed by Building with People)
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Possibility C: A community led
canal park with open space
enhancement and business
opportunities

and are intended only to promote and facilitate
discussions. They show what might be possible
when we move from single storey structures
to multiple level units, how circularity can be
embraced and how new opportunities can be
created.

We have introduced various possibilities for
embracing circularity in urban upgrading and
possibilities for creating integrated hubs. In
addition, it can also allow communities to
participate in upgrading the urban landscapes
and open spaces. To illustrate some of the
potential , we have taken the canal strip and
developed the concept of rechanneling the city,
pilot location Peterongan market canal area
to give inspiration for how urban waterways
can transform from gutters to become
valuable community assets together with local
communities.

The waterways can become innovative, exciting
and creating places that provide communities
with an outlet for creativity that also contributes
massively to urban and environmental upgrading.

SOCIAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT TOOL
Inclusivity as a key element for
successful delivering

consists of a structured risk management method
that compels the analysis, monitoring and
mitigation of the social consequences of large,
complex projects in the physical environment.
Analysing social impacts in a design phase of
projects in the physical environment, provides
the opportunity to make these social impacts
part of the design, avoiding negative impacts and
enhancing opportunities for extra benefits in a
phase when alternatives are still at hand.

Inclusivity is defining social inclusion (World
Bank 2013) in two ways: (1) the process of
improving the terms for individuals and groups to
take part in society; (2) the process of improving
the ability, opportunity and dignity of people
disadvantaged on the basis of their identity to
take part in society.
The WAL program has a city-wide multistakeholder set-up. This means that on a more
macro scale all stakeholders are consulted in
the process of finalizing the plans. Therefore,
the additional input from the ‘Building with
People’ consortium brings an inclusive design
tool to activate and include the people who are
affected in the proposed intervention locations
by ‘Cascading Semarang’.

As the SEB (social economic baseline)
highlighted, the urban waterways of Semarang
are abused and neglected. The communities have
turned their backs to the water and there is a
lack of ownership and responsibility. At the same
time it was noted that people list a lack of quality
open space as one of the issues they would like to
see improved.

The core of this project is the Social Impact
Assessment Tool (SIA, the key steps of this tool
is shown in the graph below). This tool, based
on the International Association for Impact
Assessment’s ‘Guidance for Assessing and
Managing the Social Impacts of projects’ (Frank
Vanclay, 2015) is developed by Witteveen+Bos and

The section below shows some ideas that can be
used to test how people view their role in creating
valuable urban areas. These ideas are not fixed

The ultimate goal of Building with People
Cascade Semarang is to integrate a strong
inclusive component in the proposed
solutions and consequently, upon execution
of Cascade Semarang pilot projects in a next
phase, improvements in basic services and
enhancement of livelihood for vulnerable groups
in the project area. For the pilot project locations,
Peterongan and Tegalsari are being thoroughly
studied. (Detail information please refer to the
Building with People report in appendix).

(*Ilustration and concept developed by Building with People)

SOCIAL EFFECTS IN PROJECTS
1. UNDERSTAND

2. PREDICT, IMPACT,
PATHWAYS

3. STRATEGIES

4. MONITOR

(*Ilustration and concept developed by Building with People)
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WHAT?

WHO?

FULLY INFORM
COMMUNITY
MEMBERS

PARTICIPATION

DIRECT
IMPACTS

INDIRECT
IMPACTS

CUMULATIVE
IMPACTS

LIKELY
RESPONSE

PRIORITISE THE
IMPACTS FOR
ACTION

ADRESS
POTENTIAL
NEGATIVE
IMPACTS

DEVELOPMENT
AND IMPLEMENT
STRATEGIES
AND FEEDBACK

IMPACT &
BENEFIT
AGREEMENT

SOCIAL IMPACT
MANAGEMENT
PLAN

ASSISTE THE
PROPONENT
IN ONGOING
SOCIAL
PERFORMANCE
PLANS

DEVELOP
INDICATORS TO
MONITOR CHANGE
OVER TIME

DEVELOP A
PARTICIPATORY
MONITORING PLAN

IMPLEMENT
ADAPTIVE
MANAGEMENT

UNDERTAKE
EVALUATION AND
PERIODIC REVIEW

*SIA will be applied partialy in Cascading Semarang program as a risk mitigation
strategy. More detail on SIA please refer to ‘Building with People’ program
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RECHARGING THE
AQUIFIER
Mitigating the land subsidence as
the long-term goal

Site location:
Overexploitation of groundwater occurs both
in the western and the eastern part of the
Semarang coastal area. In he Karangroto
industrial area in the east is highly prioritized
in terms of confined groundwater abstraction
due to its long history of abstraction. But the
recent expansion of the industrials areas in the

During the wet period, water is collected in
the industry dedicated reservoirs. When the
reservoirs are full, water can be injected through
deep wells. Water infiltrates by gravity drainage
or positive-pressure injection into the ground,
recharging the confined aquifers in order to
mitigate the land subsidence.

western part have led to increased groundwater
extraction and calls for action as well.
Recharging the aquifers is therefore effective in
both the west and the east.
It must be pressed that groundwater recharge
will only be effective if groundwater extraction
is halted or reduced to an extent that net annual
groundwater recharge will be achieved.

Making use of the storage capacity of the
reservoirs dedicated to the industry and a water
treatment plant, clean water will be infiltrated to
recharge the deep aquifer.
treatment facility

Risk and potential
Infiltration based on deep wells is a technical
solution that requires good knowhow during
implementation and operation. A sound
knowledge base needs to be built and secured
locally. Aquifers should not get polluted, therefore
treatment prior to infiltration is proposed. Water
treatment is created in the form of a treatment
facility in combination with a nature-based water
treatment park.
Deep well infiltration also requires an
organization for operation and maintenance. This
organization can be part of an existing authority
like PU or private entity.
This concept can be integrated with water
treatment plant for black water to harvest
nutrients and potentially provide bio-based
energy. The water treatment park can be a public
program which provides value for urban quality.
In case surface water availability during the dry
season is insufficient groundwater could be used
for water supply but only in case the net annual
groundwater infiltration is greater then the
abstraction.

Retention pond

Recharge basins
Recharging well

The current paradigm of depleting groundwater
resources and accelerating land subsidence is
clearly unsustainable and increases a societywide expected damages of flood risk and
infrastructure failure. Both public and private
actors have a motivation to shift away from
these unsustainable practices, since they are
both negatively affected. Therefore, the public
investment in confined aquifer recharge can
be leveraged by private funding in the upfront
investment and/or justified by higher future taxes,
given that the conditions of doing business have
become more resilient and are reflected by more
reliable revenues compared to other locations.
Additionally, land subsidence can become
a nation-wide problem which needs proven
interventions that can be replicated across the
country. Investing in a pilot with national, rather
than municipal, resources can be justified based
on this potential for upscaling and the future
need for this upscaling.

wate
r t able
confi

Retention pond

ned la
yer

Galloway, D.L., 1984. Evolving issues and practices in managing ground-water resources: Case studies on the role of science (Vol. 1247). US Government Printing Office.

Water Factory 21 treatment facility, Orange County, California
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WATER AS LEVERAGE FOR A
HEALTHY URBAN ECOSYSTEM

Healthy Living
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving housing condition
Stepping stone for animals
Biodiversity
Improving clean water accessibility
Improving public space quality
Improving air quality
Reducing impact of urban heat island eﬀect
Providing organic locally food

Economy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New infrastructure and transport hubs - connected to water
Improving educational level of people for healthier environment
New jobs in process of natural protection
Strengthening food production
Introducing eco-tourism with urban farming
New real estate development
Providing space for informal economy

Socio-cultural connected
•
Connecting daily urban life to water
•
Meeting places in local market and along river banks
•
Improve accessibility for people, connecting people to water
•
Improving local economic activities like aquaponics,
strengthen community unity

Resilient system
•
Using technology to tackle changes: automatic water gates,
predicting amount of rainfall...
•
Improving system of water catchment
•
Prevent land subsidence and tidal floods

Material Flows
•
Reducing and recycling solid waste ending up in canals
•
Improving accessibility to waste collection points
by connecting waterways
•
Increasing food production also increase
the needs for compost and organic waste
•
Using recycle material like glass waste to create water filters
•
Waterways as collecting flow and defining point
of recycling interventions

Energy Transition
•
Increasing water supply for micro hydro-energy plant
in small scale
•
Increasing water buﬀer and water reservoir
for large scale hydro- energy plant
•
Increasing biomass supply through food production

Through the interventions targeting water management and
resilience building, a lot other opportunities of improving urban
qualities have been released. Different aspects like healthy
living, economy, socio-cultural connection, material flow
and energy transition can be addressed in parallel with the
improvement of the water system.

TOWARDS
IMPLEMENTATION
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INDONESIA’S DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING SCHEME

First thing that should be understood in
understanding urban development planning
scheme is each planning document has a legal
power, so the government and other stakeholders
are obliged to implement what has been written
and would get a penalty and sanction for not
doing it correctly. The legal system in Indonesia
is arranged in hirarchical bureaucracy for both
national and local levels (Figure 1).
In order to understand the complex and
fragmented development planning scheme in
Indonesia, urban development planning scheme
can be seen from three approaches:
•
based on the category (Figure 2)
•
based on the validity of the documents 		
(Figure 3)
•
based on the hierarchy (Figure 4)

Constitutional Law
(Undag-Undang Dasar/UUD 1945)

General / Normative Planning
Law
(Undag-Undang/UU)

Governmental Regulation that Could Replace Law
(PERPPU)

Governmental Regulation
(Peraturan Pemerintah/PP)

Presidential Decree
(Peraturan Presiden/PERPRES)

Provincial Regulation
(PERDA PROVINSI)

City/Municipal Regulation
(PERDA KOTA/KABUPATEN)

National Level

Urban planning scheme in Indonesia is rather
complex. It is because of the existence of a large
number of planning documents at both national
and local levels. Urban planning in Indonesia
is affected by not merely the local conditions,
but also by global conditions and agreements.
Global agreements where Indonesia is part of it,
for example, the Paris Agreement on Climate,
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and
New Urban Agenda (NUA). As a result, urban
development planning scheme is complex and
fragmented.

Spatial Planning

Thematic Planning

Development Planning

National Action Plan for SDGs
(RAN-SDGs)

National Strategic
Regional Spatial Plan
(RTRWN)

Long-Term Plan (RPJPN)
Mid-Term Plan (RPJMN)

National Action Plan for Climate
Change Adaptation (RAN-API)

Island-specific Spatial
Plan (RTRW)

Strategic Planning Sectoral
Approach
Planning

National Action Plan for GHG
Reduction (RAN-GRK)

Provincial Development

Regional Action Plan for SDGs
(RAD-SDGs)

Provincial Strategic
Regional Spatial Plan
(RTRW Province)

Municipal Regional
Spatial Plan
(RTRW-Municipal)
District/Municipal
Detailed Regional
Spatial Plan (RTDRK)

National Development

Long-Term Plan (RPJPD)
Mid-Term Plan (RPJMD)
Annual (RKT Province)

Regional Action Plan for Climate
Change Adaptation (RAD-API)

Strategic Planning Sectoral
Approach
Planning

Regional Action Plan for GHG
Reduction (RAD-GRK)

Municipal Development

Long-Term Plan (RPJPD)
Mid-Term Plan (RPJMD)
Annual (RKP District)
Strategic Planning Sectoral
Approach
Planning

Building and
Environment Plan
(RTBL Kawasan,
renovation,
redevelopment,
revitalization,

conservation)

FIG 2: Planning Based on Category

LOWER LEVEL

FIG 1: Legal System Hierarchy in Indonesia

Planning Based on Validity of the
Documents
Each document has its own validity period and they
are indeed rather fragmented. As mention earlier,
the planning documents that are under the general
category has a definitive validity. Twenty years for the
long-term planning documents and five years for the
medium-term planning documents at both national
and local levels. However, thematic planning is not
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aspect of urban development that includes the
spatial aspect. Spatial planning merely plans
and arranges spatial aspects of an area, such as
zoning, landuse, building height, and so on. Under
the spatial planning scheme, there are Regional
Spatial Plan (RTRW) and Detailed Spatial Plan
(RDTR). Furthermore, the thematic planning
category arranges specific topic or theme or
aspect of urban development, for example,
climate change and sustainable development.

HIGHER LEVEL

Provincial Level

Introduction to the Development
Planning Scheme in Indonesia

Development planning documents in Indonesia
can be categorized into three big categories,
which are general or mainstream planning
scheme and thematic planning scheme.
The general planning scheme plans urban
development in long and medium terms. The longterm development plan is for the period of twenty
years meanwhile the mid-term development plan
is for the period of five years. These planning
documents accommodate a comprehensive

Municipal Level

Cascading Semarang is not a separated initiative,
but rather a call to have a more collaborative and
integrated way to solve water-related issues as
a response to climate change in Semarang city.
This part gives a comprehensive look upon how
urban planning process or scheme in Indonesia
and how this initiative could be fitted into this
scheme and support the urban development in
Semarang towards a better and more climateresilient urban development.

Planning Based on Category

just specific but also different to each, depends on the
underlying legal aspect of each document and not to
mention, the political dynamic in the planning process.
(Check figure on next page.)
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National Urban Development Policy (KSPPN) 2016-2045
National Level

National Development Long-Term Plan (RPJPN)
2005-2025
Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2005-2010

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2010-2015

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2015-2020

National Level

National Development Long-Term Plan (RPJPN)
2025-2045

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2020-2025

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2025-2030

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2030-2035

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2035-2040

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMN)
2040-2045

National Regional Spatial Plan (RTRWN) 2017-2037

Name of the Planning Document

Legal Framework

National Development Long-Term Plan (RPJPN)

UU No. 17 Year 2007 / Law

National Development Mid-Term Plan (RPJMN)

Presidential Decree
RPJMN 2015-2019: PERPRES No. 12 Year 2015
RPJMN 2010-2014: PERPRES No. 5 Year 2010

National Regional Spatial Plan (RTRWN)

Governmental Regulation
PP No. 47 Year 1997

National Action Plan for Climate Change
Adaptation (RAN-API)

Ministry of Public Works
Regulation (PERMEN PU)
PERMEN PU No. 11/PRT/M/2012 Year 2012

National Action Plan for GHG Reduction
(RAN-GRK)

Presidential Decree
PERPRES No. 61 Year 2011

National Action Plan for Sustainable
Development Goals (RAN-SDGs)

Presidential Decree
PERPRES No. 59 Year 2017

RAN-API & GRK

Municipal and
Provincial Level

SDGs Action Plan 2016-2030
Regional Development Long-Term Plan (RPJPD)
2005-2025
Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2005-2010

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2010-2015

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2015-2020

Regional Development Long-Term Plan (RPJPD)
2025-2045

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2020-2025

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2025-2030

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2030-2035

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2035-2040

Mid-Term
Plan (RPJMD)
2040-2045

Provincial/City Spatial Plan (RTRW) 2017-2037
RAD-API & GRK
SDGs Action Plan 2016-2030

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

FIG 3: Planning Based on Validity of the Documents

Figure 4. Planning Based on Hierarchy
The thematic documents could serve as the basis for
the medium-term planning documents, especially to
translate the strategies mentioned in the document
into action plans. However, this is not the case for the
spatial plan and urban design guidelines (UDGL).

As also mentioned before, each planning document
has a legal power and framework. These legal
framework serves as the basis for the hierarchy of each
document. The further information regarding legal
framework for each planning document can be seen in
the following tables. (Figure 5)

Local Level
Name of the Planning Document

Legal Framework

Regional Development Long-Term Plan (RPJPD)
National Urban Development
Policy and Strategy (KSPPN)

Action Plan for Sustainable
Development (RAN/RAD-SDGs)

Provincial & City Development
Long-Term Plan (RPJPN)

FIG 4: Planning Based on Hierarchy
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National Budget
(APBN)

•
•

Provincial Regulation (PERDA PROVINSI)
City/Municipal Regulation (PERDA 		
KOTA/KABUPATEN)

•
•

Governor’s Decree (PERGUB)
Mayor’s Decree (PERWALIKOTA)

Provincial & City Regional Spatial Plan (RTRW)
Detailed Spatial Plan (RDTR)

National Regional Spatial Plan
(RTRWN)

Provincial & City Development
Mid-Term Plan (RPJMN)

Sectoral Strategic Plan
(Renstra)

Provincial & City Regional
Spatial Plan (RTRW)

Provincial & City Regional
Detailed Spatial Plan (RTDR)
Urban Design Guidelines
(UDGL)

Alignment /
integration

Action Plan for GHG Reduction
(RAN/RAD-GRK)

Sectoral Strategic Plan
(Renstra)

Alignment /
integration

Action Plan for Climate Change
Adaptation (RAN/RAD-API)

National Development
Mid-Term Plan (RPJMN)

Alignment /
integration

National Development
Long-Term Plan (RPJPN)

Regional Development Mid-Term Plan (RPJMD)

National Budget
(APBN)

Regional Development Long-Term Plan (RPJPD)
Regional Development Mid-Term Plan (RPJMD)
Provincial & City Regional Spatial Plan (RTRW)
Detailed Spatial Plan (RDTR)

FIG 5: Legal Framework for Planning Documents
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A PARADIGM SHIFTING
INVESTMENT PROGRAM

TOWARDS BANKABLE
PROJECTS

An Implementation Strategy
for Cascading Semarang: the
Commercial, Financial and
Management Business Case

Characteristics of the proposed
Implementation Strategy

Designing an Implementation
Arrangement

The implementation strategy, which combines
a large enabling environment component with
specific implementation arrangements per
concept has been designed to serve multiple
goals:
Increase in green jobs: market
development Ecosystem services providers
(SME’s)
Increase in PPP’s and Performancebased contracts for water supply and Adaptation
Public-Private synergetic engagement
While aiming at reducing significantly the
Transaction Costs of upscaling and replicating
the concepts at the Semarang and watershed
level, ensuring sustainability in service
provision and contributing positively to the
competitiveness of Semarang private players in
the water and urban development sectors.

For plans and projects to access funding and
financing is necessary to prepare a full business
case for the entire program and each of the
investments that make part of the investment
program. All investments, also public investments
require a full business case.
While in the previous pages the strategic case –
the need for change- and the economic business
case- why the concepts (urban development
building blocks) that make part of the Cascading
Semarang principles are the option that would
optimize the use of scarce public funds have been
presented, in this section we go further into:

The ultimate goal is to create a reinforcing
strategy between economic growth (SDG8 )
of Semarang through an increase in the tax
base, jobs and of local revenue sources, and the
achievement of Water Security (SDG6) in the face
of Climate Change.
However, to ensure a high success rate and
continuity in the improvements our concepts
aim to achieve; we cannot do all these changes
at once. First the evidence and citizens as well
as private sector support and capacity needs to
be developed through smaller size projects and
sub(concepts) that impact important leverage
points such as: groundwater infiltration rate and
permeability of urban developments

SDG 13 Climate action

CONCEPTS

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY: FUNDING + FINANCING
adaptation to climate change

SDG 6
reduction of public
andStorage
private
Increase
and Infiltration
to floods and subsidence

Increase
in green
jobs: to
market
development
Urban
area
adapted
climate
Ecosystem services providers (SME’s)

costs due
CONCEPTS

change
and increasing
variability
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY:
FUNDING
+ FINANCING

Increase storage
and
Decrease groundwater extraction
Increase Storage and Infiltration
infiltration

Increase in PPP’s and Performance-based contracts

Increase
in PPP’s
andand
Performance-based
Reduce
use
emissions contracts
Increase in green
jobs: energy
market
development
for water supply and Adaptation
Ecosystem services providers (SME’s)

= SDG 6 & CCA

CONCEPTS

Decrease -->
groundwater
reduction
of public and private costs
Decrease groundwater
extraction
extractiondue to floods and subsidence

Increase in PPP’s
and Performance-based
contracts
Public-Private
synergetic engagement
for water supply and Adaptation

+

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY: FUNDING + FINANCING

= SDG 6 & CCA
--> reduction of public and private costs
due Storage
to floods
andInfiltration
subsidence
Increase
High Quality Public spaces
Increase
and

= Reduction
Transaction Costs of upscaling and replicating
Public-Private synergetic
engagement
Increase in green jobs: market development
+ Sustainablity
service provision
Ecosystem services
providers in
(SME’s)
+ Competitiveness of Semarang private sector

= Reduction Transaction Costs of upscaling and replicating
Increase High
Quality(safe)
Publicarea
spaces
Increase
for Urban development
Decrease groundwater
extraction

Key towards the development of a BC
and its five elements: strategic, economic, as
well as commercial, financial and managerial
business case, is the development of a suitable
implementation arrangement per measure. The
choices made here are building blocks concpets for
the business case. These choices relate to:
• Governance mode
• Funding strategy: public or private; comprised
from Taxes, Tariffs or Transfers
• Financing strategy
• Procurement strategy

Increase
in PPP’s
and Performance-based
contracts
+
Sustainablity
in service
provision

Implementation strategy

for water supply and Adaptation

funding + financing
IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGY: FUNDING + FINANCING

+ Competitiveness of Semarang private sector

CONCEPTS

1. The Commercial Business Case: how to
organize the program to make its implementation
achievable and attractive for market players
(large companies as well as SME’s);
2. Financial Business Case: is the program
affordable for the local (Semarang) and national
(Indonesian) economy?
3. Management Business Case: how could these
concepts and the entire program be delivered
successfully and by whom? (Public, Private,
Community players).

6 & CCA
Increase
(safe) area for Urban development
SDG 8=-->SDG
Development
waterprivate
for Industry
reduction ofIncrease
public and
costs

Semarang
more Increase Storage and Infiltration
due to generates
floods and subsidence
of local revenues= and
SDG8 jobs
Development
Increase water
for Industry
--> more
generation of local revenues

(Semarang
City) and jobs
Increase high quality
public
Increase High Quality Public spaces
Decrease groundwater extraction
space = SDG8 Development
--> more generation of local revenues
(Semarang City) and jobs

Public-Private synergetic engagement
Increase
greenjobs:
jobs:
market
development
Increase in
in green
market
development
Ecosystem services
providers
(SME’s)
Ecosystem
services
providers
(SME’s)
= Reduction Transaction Costs of upscaling and replicating
Increase
PPP’s
and
Performance-based
Increase in
in PPP’s
and
Performance-based
contracts
+ Sustainablity in service provision
for water supply
and Adaptation
contracts
for water
supply and adaptations
+ Competitiveness of Semarang private sector

Increase urban development = SDG 6 & CCA
--> reduction of public and private costs
Increase (safe) area for Urban development
area
due to floods and subsidence
Increase water for industry
Increase water for Industry

Increase High Quality Public spaces

= SDG8 Development
--> more generation of local revenues
(Semarang City) and jobs
Increase (safe) area for Urban development

Public-private
synergetic
engagement
Public-Private synergetic
engagement

- reduction
transaction
costs
of ofupscaling
= Reduction
Transaction
Costs
upscaling and replicating
and replication
+ Sustainablity in service provision
+ sustainability in service provision
+ Competitiveness of Semarang private sector
+ competiveness of Semarang private sector

Taking into account the requirements each of these
5 business cases pose and the local institutional
setting and constraints, as well as the local policy
objectives and priorities; we propose a phased
implementation Strategy.
Additionally and since each of the 5 concepts is a
transaction with different characteristics
(technical, financial and institutional) we have
drafted a first set of plausible implementation
arrangements per concept.
The process of drafting this implementation
arrangements has followed the logic of the

Financing Framework for Water Security, FFWS,
(Altamirano 2017) which assist problemowners
in the design and selection of most effective
implementation arrangements (funding, financing,
procurement) in ensuring the financial and
institutional sustainability of the service being
introduced by the solution or measure that is being
implemented.
The framework assist the choosing from a wide
range of project delivery and finance options that
vary from purely public governance options up
to the creation of markets for private initiativestaking into account : a) the transaction and its
characteristics; like the type of economic good
the services created by the project introduces; as
well as the technical and financial characteristics
of the project b) the level of service required over
time and c) the institutional setting : stakeholders,
strengths of local government, private sector and
community and the incentives created by formal
and informal institutions.
*Source: Altamirano, M.A.(2017) A Financing Framework for
Water Security. Oral presentation, Water Futures workshop,
during the XVI World Water Congress, Cancun, Mexico

Before we move onto the process of developing
an implementation arrangement and a phasing
strategy for Cascading Semarang, we will present
in the next two sections an illustration of a couple of
the many different analyses we did to assess each
of the five business cases for the five concepts. The
resulting scorecard for these 5 concepts and per
each of the 5 BC’s is presented in pages 164-165.

STRATEGIC
Is there a compelling
case for change?

MANAGEMENT
How will the proposal
be successfully
delivered?

FINANCIAL

Is the spending
proposal affordable?

ECONOMIC

Does the recommended
option optimise public
value?

COMMERCIAL
Is the proposed
deal achievable and
attractive in the
market place?

Source: The Five Business Cases methodology (: Public Sector
Business Cases using the five case model, HM Treasury’s
Green Book on Appraisal of Policies, Programmes and Projects, UK.)

Increase water for Industry
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= SDG8 Development
--> more generation of local revenues
(Semarang City) and jobs

CASCADING SEMARANG
STRATEGIC FIT
Cascading Semarang’ strategic
fit with City of Semarang priorities
Cascading Semarang as well as Water as Leverage
as the main initiative does not serve as
a separated initiative into the general or thematic
urban development planning in Indonesia, to be
specific, in Semarang city.
Cascading Semarang presents to support
Semarang development planning towards building
more resilient Semarang. Cascading Semarang
serves as suggestions and recommendations for
actions, programs, and projects for the next
Semarang Mid-Term Development Planning

2020-2025, that is currently being written by the
Regional Planning Agency (BAPPEDA).
Furthermore, every project that is being proposed
by both Cascading Semarang and One Resilient
Semarang under Water as Leverage initiative,
are also aligned with the current mid-term
development planning agenda.
The alignment can be seen in the following
scheme.
As it can be seen in the bankability/ investability
scorecard for Cascading Semarang; strategic fit
is one of the 3 criteria we have chosen to evaluate
the Strategic Business Case.
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SPONGY
MOUNTAIN
TERRACE
RECHANNELING
THE CITY
FEEDING THE
INDUSTRY

MICROINTERVENTIONS

FIGHTING LAND
SUBSIDENCE

GOAL

TARGET

PROGRAMS
Taken from Semarang Mid-Term Development Plan 2016-2021

Increased the local
economy productivity

Realized the resilient,
productive, and
sustainable city
development

Increased trade value and
excellence services

Tourism destination
development program

2. Water Resources
Development and
Maintenance Program

The realization of effective
spatial planning

1. Space Utilization
Controlling Program

Increased performance of
city infrastructure services

Flood management program

The realization of a quality
environment

1. Program for Improving the Quality and
Information Access on Water Resources
and the Environment

Realization of quality
residential facilities and
infrastructure

Increased the disaster
resilience

1. Green Open Space
Management Program

Disaster prevention and
preparedness program

3. Urban basic facilities and
infrastructure development
program

3. Program for Strengthening the climate
change mitigation and adaptation capacity

2. Waste Management Performance
Development Program

2. Program for Improving the Quality
and coverage of Wastewater

3. Drinking Water Supply and
Management Program

4. Settlement environmental
infrastructure program
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FROM ECONOMIC TO
FINANCIAL BUSINESS CASE
While the economic business case has been
presented before, here we illustrate what has been
our approach to go from economic to financial
business case. While the concepts we propose
are expected to have positive impacts in a varied
number of SDG goals and sectors; it was crucial
to define a clear hiearchy. In order to proceed
towards the bankability of these concepts, it is
key to make a distinction between the primary
services the project when implemented will
guarantee (e.g. reduction of flash flood risk) and
all other co-benefits.
These main services are in principle the ones
for which taxpayers or users will pay and that
should generate enough revenues to pay back for

MAIN SERVICES

the capital expenses (CAPEX) as well operative
expenses (OPEX). As we will show in the next
section, by departing from an agreed hierarchy
of services the project will offer and specifying as
much as possible the level of service the project
is supposed to guarantee; we can then explore all
possible ways to capture the benefits associated
to these three main services and make them
materialize into cashflows that pay back for the
project.
Last but not least, in order to advance the financial
business case we made use of the cost and
benefits estimation for specific chosen locations
or pioneer transactions.

CO-BENEFITS

1.

COST OVERVIEW
(one specific location)

PROJECT SIZE
(average)

in progress:
Buiding With People program

----

2.

12 million USD /
168 billion IDR

(excluding urbanization costs)

3.5 million USD /
49 billion IDR

water infrastructure +
public space

3.

ID

180 ha

Residential + ecology +
mixed use

20 ha

4.

64 million USD /
890 billion IDR

9 km / 2 km2
conveyance channel +
retention pond (full project)

5.

Further research required
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DESIGNING AN IMPLEMENTATION
ARRANGEMENT: FFWS Building Blocks
As introduced before, the Financing Framework for
Water Security is a methodology we are developing
at Deltares to strengthen our work in master
planning (IWRM & ICZM) so as to increase their
implementation potential.

Once the sources of funding – who ultimately
pay for the project- are solved, we can go in to
the details on how to arrange that money upfront
(financing) and how to place the project on the
market (procurement).

With the FFWS we guide the team developing
the masterplan through a number of analyses
that allow them to go further into specifying key
building blocks for the threee last business cases:
commercial, financial and management BC. As
shown below the steps are:

Step 3: Financing strategy: depending on
the type of project and whether the project
sponsor is public or private, a variety of financing
instruments could be used. In the graph below we
show for example a variety of innovative financing
instruments for Climate Adaptation and DRR
(Altamirano et al. 2019).
Step 4: Procurement strategy: which refers
to the way in which the government agency
responsible for the project can choose to make use
of to purchase the project. The graph shown here
applies mainly to public infrastructures, while other
sectors or types of transactions may need a different
approach, such as the design of regulated markets
or bottom-up community based initiatives. At is
shown in this graph in case of public procurement
of infrastructures the government may choose to
tender it as a full integrated contract (e.g. involving
the private sector all the way from planning up to
Operation and Maintenance) or choose for more
traditional separate ones.

Step 1: Define the main services the project
will create and categorize this in type of
economic good. It is important here to bear in
mind that we categorize the services the asset
created by the project gives, not necessarily the
asset itself. For example, a forest may give services
that can be considered private, yet the forest itself
may be a public good. This categorization will then
helps us to define which types of funding could be
appropriate to ensure cost recovery.
Step 2: Funding Strategy: the funding of a
project could be either public or private. In general
terms the main sources of funding are what the
OECD called the 3 T’s: Taxes, Tariffs or Transfers.

In the second graph and section we present
the example of this analysis applied to the
“rechanneling the city”concept.
Step 1: Defining key services and type of
economic goods. In this case and after many
team discussions we agreed that the key 4
services these investments will deliver are:
1. Flash floods risk reduction]
2. Provision of Surface Water
3. Improvement of water quality- through a better
management of solid waste
4.Provision of high quality public space for all
Step 2: Funding Strategy: Then we categorize
them and as it can be seen in the graph; services 1
and 4 are clearly public goods; we cannot exclude
people from benefiting from them, and their use
is non-rival. Therefore the best would be to use
taxes; which could be of different types. We
could opt for the rolling out of value capturing
strategies, the use earmarked taxes and/or any
other taxation strategy. Here many options could
be possible, depending on what is institutionally
feasible. Then for services 2 and 3 which together
ultimately provide water supply to households,
industries and agriculture and improve water
quality by improving waste collection; the
difference is that we could exclude users, so
we call them club goods- and since there is a
certain level of rivalry or competition in water
use; we could even talk about private goods. This
is however, given the status of water as Human
Right, in many contexts not socially acceptable.
Therefore we stick to their categorization as club
goods and propose the application of the User
Pays principle; having tariffs as the main source
or revenues. Last but not least, going back to
services 1 (reduction of flash flood risk) ; as this
3.

Framework building blocks
Financing framework for water security

1

Excludable

Private Goods

e.g. ice cream, cheese,
houses, cars

Rival

Club Goods

Non-rival

3

2

Services > type of economic good

e.g. cable television, cinemas,
wifi, tollroads

Financing
mechanisms

Non-excludable

Common Resources

e.g. fresh water, fish, timber,
pasture

Taxes

Public Goods

e.g. fresh air, knowledge,
national defense

Transfers (ODA)

4

Payment for
Watershed
Services

Procurement
strategy

Financing gap

1

Services > type of economic good
Excludable

Non-excludable

2

Funding Strategy
1. taxes / transfers - Flash flood risk reduction

Private Goods

Rival

Tarrifs

e.g. ice cream, cheese,
houses, cars

Club Goods

Taxes
Non-rival

Transfers(ODA)

2. Provision of surface
water
3. Improve water quality

3

Financing
mechanisms

Common Resources

2. tariffs - Provision of surface water

e.g. fresh water, fish, timber,
pasture

3. tariffs - Improve water quality / solid waste
manag.

Public Goods
1. Flash flood risk
reduction
4. Provison of high
quality public space

4. taxes - Provison of high quality public space

4

Procurement Strategy

- IFI’s loans to governments

Pay for Success/
PBC
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Tarrifs

Rechanneling the city

Financing framework for water security

Funding Strategy
Financing gap

service is in line with adaptation to an increasing
climate variability driven by Climate Change;
we could also think as Transfers as possible
source of funding. Transfer or subsidies could be
a source given by a higher level government or
international organization either due to ensure
the closing of the gap between commercial and
social optimum levels; or because the project aims
to deal with externalities created by that other
party granting the transfer. This is the case for
instance of International Climate Finance.Step 3:
Financing Strategy: Once we have defined the
main sources of funding – and in these would be
enough to backup differences sources of financewe can to into the financing mechanisms to make
possible the frontloading of these investments.
In this case, given the types of T’s, the financing
options that seem to make sense are:_For public
sector finance: a) loans to MDB’s; b)Issuing of
municipal green/climate/resilience bonds ; _For
private sector finance, which may be applicable
to some elements of the project that could be
given in concession; the options would be the use
of Project finance and Public-Private Partnership
types of contracts; _Climate finance which could
be requested by either of these parties, depending
on how the whole program is conceived and
tendered. Step 4: Procurement Strategy:
Now looking at the procurement strategy, for the
first channel to be tendered- given the innovation
and possible ESG risks, and for the authority
to keep more control; we suggest to go for two
separate contracts: an Engineering and Construct
contract; followed by a multiple years Operation
and Maintenance contract. Later in time, for the
next channel sections to be tendred, once the
capacity in both public and private sector is there;
they could choose for a more integrated contract
or even a concessive type of PPP.

- Bonds Financing

Adaptation
Benefit
Mechanism

Climate Bonds

Impact Bonds

Green Bonds

Resilience Bond

CAT bonds

PPP’s
(Project Finance)

Environmental
Impact Bond

Parametric
Insurance

Mitigation
Banking

Blue Bonds

- Project finance (PPP)

Tax Swaps

- Climate finance
maturity
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STAKEHOLDER
MAPPING
Action planning and allocation of
roles and responsibilities

Implementation arrangements
proposed per concept

An important part of this process, which we don’t
show here in more detail; is to decide per type of
measures who are key players for implementation ,
and assign them a role. Key implementation players
are source not only of authority and money, but also
of networks and expertise. Different players play
a more or less important role depending on the
phase of the project; some are key during planning
but play a minimum role during the operation and
maintenance phase.

a)Single focus on Authority, which only gets you as
far as planning
b) See MDB’s as main source of capital, and source
of funding instead of a possible but not the only one
source of financing.

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

c) consider the private sector solely as a source of
capital; while overlooking their “expertise; which
is is where Private sector can do the greatest
contribution to efficiency gains and sustainability
in service delivery.

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

RECHANNELING THE CITY

Funding: Public & Private /
Taxes & Tariffs
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

level

National
National
Level

Bappenas
Building with People
BWP

Bappenas

Sumber Daya Air dan
Penataan Ruang

Bappeda

Bappenas

Provincial
level
Provincial Level

Province

(Central
Central JavaJava
Prpvince)

Municipal Level

Municipal
levelCity)
(Semarang
Semarang City

3

Sumber Daya Air dan
Penataan Ruang*4
4
3

2

Bappeda
3

Dinas Pekerjaan Umum
Dinas Pekerjaan Umum
& Sumber Daya Air
dan
& Sumber Daya Air dan
TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
Penataan Ruang MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA
Penataan
SPONSRuang4
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE
3

Dinas Pekerjaan Umum
& Bina Marga dan Cipta
Karya8
2

RECHANNELING THE CITY

2

Private delevopers &
land owners

Dinas Pekerjaan
Umum3

Local communities

Local communities

Bappeda

Bappeda2

Bappeda2

Kelurahan7

Dinas Pekerjaan
Dinas Pekerjaan
MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN
KOTA
*3
Umum*3
RECHANNEL THE CITYUmum

Dinas Perumahan dan
Kawasan Permukiman*5

Dinas Perumahan dan
Kawasan Permukiman*5

Relevant/Related
Agency

Management of
Industrial zone

Dinas Lingkungan
Hidup6

Relevant Local
Communities

Dinas Lingkungan
Hidup6

PDAM

6

*3

2

6

Dinas Lingkungan Hidup

Dinas Pekerjaan Umum

Dinas Pekerjaan Umum*3

PDAM

PDAM
7

Kelurahan

Bappeda

7

Bappeda

MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
RECHARGE THE AQUIFER

Kelurahan

FIG 1: Stakeholder mapping

1

National Planning Board

5

Housing & Settlement Agency

2

Provincial Planning Board

6

Envorinmental Agency

3

Public Works Agency

7

Local Stakeholder

Water Resources &

8

Road & Settlement

4

Spatial Planning
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2

Bappeda

Private delevopers &
land owners

Dinas Lingkungan Hidup

Private Sector participation:
Performance
based
contracts
KONSEP
- LIMA
STRATEGIfor
UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA
‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
O&M of reservoirs
andYAITU
channels
FIVE CONCEPT
PENYEDIAAN AIR UNTUK INDUSTRY

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

FEEDING
THE
FEEDING THE INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY

RECHARGING THE AQ

Financing: Municipal/ Green
bonds issuance.Project finance /
PENYEDIAAN AIR UNTUK INDUSTRY
FEEDING
THE INDUSTRY
Special
Purpose Vehicle

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

TA project preparation grant

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE

Mixed PPP: raw bulk water
supply contract with utility
4.

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

3

Dinas Perumahan
Rakyat dan Kawasan
Permukiman*5

INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

RECHANNELING THE CITY

IN
M

RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

Dinas Pekerjaan Umum
3

Funding: Public & Private /
Taxes & Tariffs

RECHANNELING THE CITY

Bappenas

*8

Dinas Pekerjaan Umum
& Sumber Daya Air dan
Penataan Ruang*4

INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
MICRO INTERVENTIONS

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

BBWS Pemali Juana
*2

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

1

Bappenas

Derisking: guarantee for
performance risk due to
innovation + % losses (demand)

3.

Financing: municipal/green
bonds issuance

TA project preparation grant

1

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
RECHARGE THE AQUIFER

MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
RECHARGE THE AQUIFER

1

TA grants -> for developers and
banks

MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
RECHANNEL THE CITY

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS

MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
RECHARGE THE AQUIFER

Steps to Inclusive Growth

RECHANNELING THE CITY

Financing: Project Finance

2.
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE

THE CITY

1

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

1

Private Sector participations:
to scale up

developers
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA>2
SPONS
SPONGY
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE
concept
MOUNTAIN
TERRACE

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
RECHANNEL THE CITY

FEEDING
FIGHTING LAND
CASCADING SEMARANG:
THE INDUSTRY
SUBSIDENCE

RECHARGING T

RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

TERAS KAWASAN SEMARANG ATAS YANG
MENYERAP AIR LAYAKNYA SPONS
SPONGY MONTAIN TERRACE

Below a table that shows a quick categorization
of the actors in Semarang in terms of their role for
implementation of the five concepts.

RECHANNELING
THE CITY

Funding: private incentive
by new “water bylaw” or
productive public financing

RECHARGING THE AQUIFERS

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

Private Sector participation:
Performance based contracts for
MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI
SALURAN
O&M
ofKOTA
reservoirs and channels
RECHANNEL THE CITY
RECHANNEL

SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TERRACE

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

KONSEP - LIMA STRATEGI UTAMA DISUSUN SESUAI
VISI KITA YAITU ‘CASCADING SEMARANG’
FIVE CONCEPT

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

MICROINTERVENTIONS

1.

As explained above, following the Financing
Framework for Water Security methodology we
proposed several alternative implementation
arrangements and Public-Private engagement
models for each of the concepts. The viability and
details of these models will be further tested and
worked out in close cooperation with PTSMI.

Three pitfalls we need to avoid, common to many
master planning processes are:

In the FFWS we undertake an Institutional analysis
which use a slightly different approach than
regular stakeholder analysis. In this one go further
to decide for each concept: which stakeholder
is key per each of the infrastructure life cycle
phases (Planning, Design, Construction, Finance,
Operation, Maintenance) and which resources they
bring to the table: Authority (A), Networks (N),
Expertise (E) and Capital (€) .

CASCADING SEMARANG:
Steps to Inclusive Growth

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

Funding: public (subsidy or
private depending on household
income)

Private Sector: Specialized
INTERVENSI SKALA MIKRO
SMEs providing design,
MICRO INTERVENTIONS
MICROinstallation, O&M / lease of
INTERVENTIONS
equipment
Financing to households:
Microfinance / corporate finance
from SME/green credit lines
PENYEDIAAN AIR UNTUK INDUSTRY
FEEDING THE INDUSTRY

TA grants: household
evaluations & banks offering
products

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

MENGHUBUNGKAN KEMBALI SALURAN KOTA
RECHANNEL THE CITY

5.

Funding: Public & Private /
Taxes & Tariffs
SPONGY MOUNTAIN TERRACE

PE
FE

Private Sector participation:
Performance based contracts for
MENGISI KEMBALI AKUIFER
O&M of reservoirs and channels
RECHARGE THE AQUIFER
RECHARGING
THE AQUIFERS

Financing: Municipal/ Green
bonds issuance. Project finance /
Special Purpose Vehicle
TA project preparation grant
Mixed PPP: availability fee
(aquifer recharge)

Derisking: guarantee % losses
& TA to banks offering new
finance lines
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Phased Strategy

Therefore we propose:
Firstly, start with a number of selected
pioneer transactions – ideally one per concept,
in locations that maximize support and
opportunities for successful implementation,
and starting with measures at small scale – that
a) create the evidence (data on the effects of
the different interventions), b) generate buy
in of communities, public and private sectors
and c) gradually creates the capacity of public
authorities to procure these projects successfully
and of private sector to deliver professionally the
works or services each of these concepts involve.
Refer to pages 93, 111, and 131.

As it has been explained before, does not seem
possible to implement the whole Cascading
Semarang at city and watershed level at once,
because there is resistance to change at
different levels; plus limited implementation
capacity (public & private) in place. Aiming
at full implementation at scale at once would
result either in too high transactions costs or
reputational risks that may endanger the political
support for the overall strategy.

FIGHTING LAND
SUBSIDENCE

FEEDING THE
INDUSTRY

RECHANNELING
THE CITY

SPONGY MOUNTAIN
TERRACE

MICRO
INTERVENTIONS

2020

2021

2026

nd

1 phase

2 phase

Pilot Program
Isolated projects

Scaling up to Semarang
Metropolitan Region

Project Preparation
Feasibility Studies
_Clarify cost-benefit
analysis
_Estimate cash and risk
profile
_Develop the
implementation strategy

Project Preparation
Feasibility Studies
_Drainage system
study
_Development of
historic baseline

st

1 phase
Sadeng
& Tembalang
development
projects

nd

3 phase

Scaling up to
other 5 to 7
sites

Scaling to rest of suitable
locations

st

Water retention projects

Aligning with current
infrastructure
investment projects in
the area

Monitoring system is
installed to estimate
water flow

Pre-Feasibility Studies
_Preliminary measures
estimate
_Indicative cost-benefit
analysis,
_Aligning with current
investments

Project Preparation
Feasibility Studies
_Clarify cost-benefit
analysis
_Develop
implementation
_Estimate cash and risk
profile

Implementation of the last
channel section

nd

Feasibility Studies

Potential partners

3 phase

Implementation of 2nd
and 3rd channel section

st

Working with PT Sarana multi infrastructure (SMI)

rd

2 phase

1 phase

Enabling environment

_A total of 17 for
whole Semarang

nd

1 phase
_Implementation of
first channel
_Government
funding and
supervision of
execution

rd

2 phase

Project Preparation

Pre-Feasibility

Secondly, work together with different
government layers and with the support of
the MDB’s, Climate Funds and key donors to
reconsider existing incentives created by the way
risk, rewards and responsibilities are allocated
between different government layers as well as
between public and private players in the urban
development, water management and disaster
risk management sectors. Once this diagnosis
has been done, they can together set in motion
the changes required to create an enabling
environment that would allow the adoption of

several innovative business models for efficient
and effective provision of water services and the
use of innovative financial instruments.
Below are presented the three key elements of
this last and transversal component, as well as an
indication of which parties and funds or Technical
Assistance grants seem a good match to support
each of these lines of work.
In the further development of these two key
elements of the implementation strategy,
we will work in close collaboration with the
newly created SDG One Indonesia Fund, and
its manager PT Sarana Multi Infrastructure
(PTSMI). This has been agreed with them during
the Regional Singapore workshop.

2035

2031

st

Creating an Enabling Environment
– required support from MDB’s

Reservoir is in
function

Permits are requested and
construction starts

Start of bulk water
contract with Utility

Implementation of
first
test location
_Government funding
and supervision of
execution

•
•

IFI’s (e.g. WB Credit worthiness
program)
Public-Private Infrastructure
Advisory Facility (Trustfund)
GCF Readiness grant

3 phase

Reservoir designed further
based on monitored flows

st

- Increasing tax base / DRM
- Spatial planning & value capturing strategy
- Revision of water tariffs: cost reflective incl. ecosystem protection
- Water fund or other earmarked tax collections for DRR/CCA
- Risk base insurance premiums

•

rd

2 phase

1 phase

1. Tax base and behavioural change

nd

2. Monitoring smart water management
systems

•

- Collect the data necessary to build the development / water security and
Climate Business case for public and private investments
- Monitoring for PBC and PES

•

rd

2 phase

3 phase

Scaling up to second
pilot locations

Scaling to rest of
suitable locations

3. Blended finance: develop new markets
- Derisking suitable investments
- Slowly reducing risk perception of private sector = service providers
- Creating demand for different real state and urbanization models
- Focus on SME’s and creation of green jobs

•

•
•
•

GCF - Project preparation
grant
TNC - experiences with
design of water funds LAC
IFI’s

Public-Private Infrastructure
Advisory Facility (Trustfund)
GFC Private Sector Facility:
Guarantees & Loans
IFI’s & OECD & 100RC - to
increase replicability

Closing the implementation
gap: Strategy to improve the
bankability of Cascading
Semarang

Strategy to improve bankability of
Cascading Semarang

The Implementation Strategy we propose aims to
improve the bankability of each of the concepts
as well as the overall program by:

• Efficiency gains driven by an increase in private
sector participation in service delivery and the
use of performance -based contracts

• Enabling multi-sectoral investments, making
possible the financing and procurement of
multifunctional projects

• Introducing a new valuing of water and water
related climate risks; which would lead to new
trade-offs, improving the economic and financial
viability of water security investments

• Making use of a blended finance strategy: each
concept and project will combine multiple SDG’s,
public and private goals, allowing of the use of
different concessional and commercial funds:
such as
• Official Development Assistance for SDG6 and
SDG8
• Climate Finance – for the Climate Change
Adaptation components

The Implementation Strategy we propose aims to
improve the bankability of each of the concepts
as well as the overall program by:
•
Enabling multi-sectoral investments ,
making possible the financing and procurement
of multifunctional projects
•
Making use of a blended finance strategy:
each concept and project will combine multiple
SDG’s, public and private goals, allowing of the
use of different concessional and commercial
funds: such as
•
Official Development Assistance for
SDG6 and SDG8
•
Climate Finance – for the Climate Change
Adaptation components
•
New municipality local revenue sources
•
Efficiency gains driven by an increase
in The blended finance approach would also

Last but not least; a blended finance approach
would also allow the use of concessional finance
to stimulate the creation of frontier markets ,
by a) utilizing concessional finance to de-risk
suitable investments, b) allow the introduction
of new private players to the sector first as
service providers and consequently – once they
risk perception has been lowered- as possible
financers, and c)creating demand for different
real state and urbanization models.

allow the use of concessional finance to
stimulate the creation of frontier markets ,
by a) utilizing concessional finance to de-risk
suitable investments, b) allow the introduction
of new private players to the sector first as
service providers and consequently – once they
risk perception has been lowered- as possible
financers, and c)creating demand for different
real state and urbanization models.
•
Efficiency gains driven by an increase in
private sector participation in service delivery
and the use of performance -based contracts
•
Introducing a new valuing of water and
water related climate risks; which would lead
to new trade-offs, improving the economic and
financial viability of water security investments

• Generation of municipality local revenue
sources
Concept

Business Cases

Concept

SPONGY MOUNTAIN

RECHANNELING THE CITY

FEEDING THE INDUSRTY

MICRO INTERVENTIONS

RECHARGING THE AQUIFER

Solution impact vs BAU [business as usual]

Significant

Significant

Significant

Needs further research

Needs further research

Paradigm shifting potential [ solution vs problem]

Very Large

Significant

Very large

Significant

Significant

Strategic Fit: alignment with government priorities

Significant

Very significant

Significant

Significant

Needs further research

Positive

Needs further research

STRATEGIC

ECONOMIC
Benefits versus Costs
Job production potencial [activity size]

Positive

Positive

Large: green jobs

Positive

Acceptable (Private)

Challenging (Public)

Affordable (Private)

Very affordable (mix)

Challenging

Needs further research

Needs further research

Needs further research

Needs further research

Needs further research

Positive

Positive

Positive

Acceptable

Needs further research

Good

Very good

Good

Good

Needs further research

Positive
Limited number

Large: green jobs

Limited number

FINANCIAL
Affordability of the Solution
Funding available and/or secured
Effect on Municipality Tax Base /e.g. Real Estate Development
Government buy in
COMMERCIAL
Private sector interest in implementing the plan

Significant

Needs further research

Significant

Significant

Limited

Large

Some

None

Revenue generating potencial

Large

Some

Dependence on regulation [of the commercial activity]

Some

Very much

Some

None

Some

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low (except Dengue)

Challenging

Low

Medium

Needs further research

Needs further research

Needs further research

Needs discussion with authority

Needs discussion with authority

Needs discussion with authority

Needs discussion with authority

Needs discussion with authority

Not applicable

Not applicable

Needs further research

Needs further research

Needs further research

Yes

Not considered needed

Needs discussion with authority

Risky

Not risky

Very risky

Implementation Risks - Technical (e.g. technology readiness level)
ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) Risks
Quality of procurement strategy
MANAGEMENT
Capacity of public agency to procure succesfully the project
Monitoring systems considered
Risk profile
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Yes
Some aspects: stabilizing technique

Risky
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CONCLUSIONS AND
THE WAY FORWARD
Conclusions and
recommendations
Currently the city of Semarang is very pleased
with the result of the WaL program and has
embraced its main concepts and approach, as
was clearly visible in the ‘International Seminar:
Water as Leverage’ organized by the mayor of
Semarang in March this year. This means the
WaL program has succeeded in generating a
momentum and local support which allows the
program to continue to deepen the alignment of
the governments and institutions on regional and
national level.
Especially the integrated approach of the
WaL program has resonated with the local
government. This approach can be found within
the work of both teams, but also has allowed
both teams to present themselves as a combined
result for the WaL program.
For the ‘Cascading Semarang’ team the approach
to look at the total watershed from upstream
down to the coast was much appreciated, as
well as the focus on localized, finer grain &
decentralized solutions resonated.
The resulting paradigm shift from ‘get the water
out asap’ towards ‘NOT A SINGLE DROP OF
WATER GETS LOST’ embodies the systemic
change the ’Cascading Semarang’ team proposes
to transform the current water infrastructure.
For this the CS team has created five strategies
in a complementary and cascading set up:
Spongy Mountain Terraces, Rechanneling the
City, Feed the Industry, Recharge the (confined)
Aquifers and Micro-interventions.

The Way forward
With the WaL program running to its current end
by the end of April, the question how to safeguard
the local momentum and continuation of the
process needs to be answered. The alignment
with the regional and national authorities is
necessary to safeguard the continuity of the
program, especially for the bigger infrastructural
concepts.
It is for this reason that a special WaL Task Force
has been suggested, to find entrance points with
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the higher-level governments and institutions,
as well as safeguard the integrated approach.
Both local stakeholders, as well as local team
members are part of this Task Force. It needs to
be mentioned that due to financial restrictions,
currently consortium leaders of both teams are
not part of the Task Force.
Another issue regarding maintaining
momentum is the fact that the bigger and more
infrastructural concepts will require more time
to be aligned and programmed, which means
that the currently build up momentum might be
lost during this process. It is therefore advisable
to find opportunities to kickstart smaller scale
concepts & programs as a tangible (direct) result
of the WaL program.
In this case we think the ‘Rechanneling the
city’ test location holds the promise of a good
first example, based on the already running city
programs, the expressed wishes by the local
community & groups, as well as the potential
tangible and visual result.
The most important message given by the
financers is that while the concepts presented
and the way they have been generated (i.e.
co-creation with local stakeholders) make it
attractive to them; for them to really assess
the bankability and engage effectively in the
further development and implementation of the
programs, the teams need to bring these ideas
further from concept stage to an investment
program with a clear implementation strategy.
This means that the five Business Cases
(Strategic, Economic, Commercial, Financial and
Management) need to be further developed. The
development of these five business cases for
Cascading Semarang involve:
1.Working in close collaboration with the newly
created SDG One Indonesia Fund, and its
manager PT Sarana Multi Infrastructure (PTSMI)
as well as with WWF Finance team and the WB.
Together with them check the diagnostics for the
use of value capturing and landscape finance in
Indonesia.
2.Research further the potential of MDB’s (AIIB,
WB, ADB, ISDB), Development Banks (FMO) and
Climate and Environmental FUNDS (GCF and
GEF) in supporting further project preparation

and financing of implementation. Support
Semarang city a) to engage with National
Designated Authority for the GCF in positioning
the WaL program as strategic part of the country
adaptation plans, so that they are allowed to
request two separate GCF project preparation
support; b) WB support for the development of a
multiyear capital investment program and c)map
the potential of existing Technical Assistance and
investment programs being offered to Indonesian
cities by MDB’s (e.g. 5 programs of the WB, ADB
SURF facility, and FMO Business Facility).
3.Articulate in further detail the five strategies,
in terms of the additional value propositions
for improved healthy urban ecosystem within
the SDG framework and bankability approach;
identifying and shaping with local stakeholders
the first pioneer transactions. This includes
articulating the principle interventions: spatially,
qualitative, qualitative and financially; and
scaling the singular principles to the scale of the
entire watershed.
4.Further detailing of the implementation strategy
and phasing; the commercial, management
and financial business case of each of the five
strategies. It was advised by the financers– as
we also propose it – to a) break down the total
package into smaller projects that are easier to
implement and phase and b) Engage with the
local private sector to increase their buy in for the
strategies and define through market sounding
exercises – organized by public authorities/ SDG
Indonesia one - which role they could best play in
the implementation of Cascading Semarang.
5.Continue collaboration with One Resilient
Semarang team (ORS)
the implementation of Cascading Semarang.
5.Intensify collaboration with One Resilient
Semarang Team (ORST)
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